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Description: Section 2
The present article is a continuation of the first section published in this journal in
2003.1 As discussed previously, al-Maqr|z| filled the blanks he left at the end of
his resumés with numerous notes which became scattered with the passage of
time. This article presents another aspect of his working method: cards which he
organized to produce the first stages of his books. A complete description of these
notes will be given here, following the system used in the first section of "Maqriziana
I," by which material is presented in its physical order, keeping in mind that some
material may have been rearranged. Since the publication of the first article, I
have been able to trace other works back to their original source. At the end of the
article, the reader will find addenda where identification or confirmation of these
sources is provided. This will end my description of the contents of al-Maqr|z|'s
notebook. The analysis of his working method, based on elements discussed
throughout these articles, will be dealt with in a forthcoming study.2
B. THE SCATTERED NOTES
XXIII. (fol. 31v3)
Title on same fol., lines 13–14: Mukhta≠r min Kita≠b Ra≠h˝at al-‘Aql/H˛am|d al-D|n
Ah˝mad ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h al-Da≠‘|.
Middle East Documentation Center. The University of Chicago.
1Frédéric Bauden, "Maqriziana I: Discovery of an Autograph Manuscript of al-Maqr|z|: Towards
a Better Understanding of His Working Method: Description: Section 1," Mamlu≠k Studies Review
7, no. 2 (2003), 21–68. In the meanwhile, the following articles, mentioned as under press in that
article, have finally come out: "Maqriziana IV: Le carnet de notes d'al-Maqr|z|: l'apport de la
codicologie à une meilleure compréhension de sa constitution," Manuscripta orientalia 9 (2003):
24–36; "The Recovery of Mamluk Chancery Documents in an Unsuspected Place," in The Mamluks
in Egyptian and Syrian Politics and Society, ed. Michael Winter and Amalia Levanoni (Leiden,
2004), 59–76.
2"Maqriziana II: Discovery of an Autograph Manuscript of al-Maqr|z|: Towards a Better
Understanding of His Working Method: Analysis," to appear in a forthcoming issue of this journal.
3See reproduction in "Maqriziana IV," 26.
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Ÿu{u?Ë ‚«dFUÐ WzUL?FÐ—√Ë …dA?Ž ÈbŠ≈ WMÝ w2 tH√ Æ5MR*« d?O√ tK« d?QÐ r'U(« ÂUù« W?Nł s
bOŠu²« rKŽ ÊUOÐ »U²J« «c¼Æ
Incipit (fol. 31v, line 16):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ dCFð tKO³Ý dOž s VKÞ «–≈Ë dCOð tI¹dÞ s cš√ «–≈ ¡wA«
Explicit (fol. 31v, line 19):
ÆUNUJŠ√Ë WF¹dA« ô≈ qz«–d« pKð tMŽ l2b¹ ôË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
This very small excerpt (7 lines), which occupies the space left blank at the end
(last quire) of resumé I (Ibn Ab| Us˝aybi‘ah, ‘Uyu≠n al-Anba≠’ f| T˛abaqa≠t al-At¸ibba≠’),
was taken by al-Maqr|z| from the work of one of the foremost figures of Ismaili
thought, the Kita≠b Ra≠h˝at al-‘Aql, H˛am|d al-D|n al-Kirma≠n|'s opus magnum.
Very little is known about the life of this propagandist (da≠‘|)4 with the exception
of what he revealed about himself in his books. We learn that he composed this
book in Iraq, where he acted as a propagandist for the Fatimid caliph al-H˛a≠kim, in
the year 411/1020, the year in which this caliph mysteriously disappeared. It is
clear that al-Maqr|z| selected all the useful material for a biography of this person
(full name, role, position, year of composition of the book, its subject, and an
explanation of its aim), although no biography of al-Kirma≠n| was found in any of
al-Maqr|z|'s extant books, not even in Al-Muqaffá.5 Nevertheless, it would be
strange if he did not devote some space in it to this important representative of the
Fatimid period, given the information available to him in the notebook. But the
presence of such an excerpt from a book written under al-H˛a≠kim's rule by an
Ismaili thinker suffices here to confirm, unequivocally, that al-Maqr|z| had access
4On al-Kirma≠n|, see Paul E. Walker, H˛am|d al-D|n al-Kirma≠n|: Ismaili Thought in the Age of
al-H˛a≠kim (London-New York, 1999); Hamid Haji, A Distinguished Da≠‘| Under the Shade of the
Fa≠t¸imids: H˛am|d al-D|n al-Kirma≠n| (d. circa 411/1020) and His Epistles (London, 1419/1998).
The Kita≠b Ra≠h˝at al-‘Aql has been the object of a detailed study by Daniel De Smet, La Quiétude
de l'intellect: Néoplatonisme et gnose ismaélienne dans l'œuvre de H˛am|d ad-D|n al-Kirma≠n|
(Xe/XIe s.) (Leuven, 1995), and has been translated into Russian by A. V. Smirnov (Moscow,
1995).
5However, only part of Al-Muqaffá has come down to us, representing roughly 9.6 volumes of
the 16 al-Maqr|z| managed to complete before his death, far fewer than the 80 volumes he
announced. See Jan Just Witkam, "Les Autographes d'al-Maqr|z|," in Le Manuscrit arabe et la
codicologie, ed. Ahmed-Chouqui Binebine (Rabat, 1994), 96. Furthermore, the only available
edition of this work (ed. Muh˝ammad al-Ya‘la≠w|, Beirut, 1411/1991, 8 vols.) does not appear to be
complete in the light of the preserved autograph manuscripts. This will be the subject of "Maqriziana
X." In any case, al-Kirma≠n|'s name is absent from these supplementary biographies.
to it and could take notes from it. A comparison of these 7 lines with the original
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book6 definitely proves that it did not come from a second-hand source.7 More
importantly, it implies that al-Maqr|z| was speaking truthfully when he declared
that he had access to Ismaili literature,8 even though the great Fatimid libraries
had been looted, sold, or destroyed two centuries before his birth, and the Ismaili
believers had left Egypt en masse in the decades that followed the end of the
Fatimid caliphate.9 It does not solve, unfortunately, the mystery of how and where
he consulted the so jealously guarded manuscripts of the Ismailis.
XXIV. (fol. 32r–32v10)
Title on fol. 32r, line 1: Fas˝l [containing a formula of salutation].
Incipit (fol. 32r, lines 2–3):
tK« vKŽ p– U?Ë d¹bM ¡U?A¹ «–≈ rNFL?ł vKŽ u¼Ë U¼Ëœ— Ë√ UN?M sCŠQÐ «u?O×2 W?O×?²Ð r²O?OŠ «–≈Ë
Æ¤ e¹eFÐ Æ ›Æ
Explicit (fol. 32v, line 8):
ÆfU:« —ËbR «u½U' «uCKł Ê≈Ë W³O¼ V'«u*« «u½«“ «u³'— «–≈ ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
This short text covers the two sides of one folio which immediately follows
excerpt XXIII in the same quire, showing that it was written after it. Nonetheless,
it does not seem to be related at all to the Kita≠b Ra≠h˝at al-‘Aql or to be of Ismaili
provenance. It deals with a formula of salutation and ends with a selection of
poetry. So far, I have not been able to trace this text back to a source, or to any of
al-Maqr|z|'s surviving books.
6Reference is made here to the first edition (ed. Muh˝ammad Ka≠mil H˛usayn and Muh˝ammad
Mus˝t¸afá H˛ilm|, Cairo, 1953), where the various passages were found on pages 16, 17, 20, and 24.
Some discrepancies in the readings were confirmed by the apparatus criticus. Another edition was
published by M. Gha≠lib, Beirut, 1967 (2nd ed., 1983); see pp. 100, 101–2, 106, 111.
7See "Maqriziana II" for this comparison.
8Cf. in his Khit¸at¸, ¸ 2:395 (unless otherwise stated, reference is always made to the Bu≠la≠q ed.)
("wa-lahum f| dha≠lika mus˝annafa≠t kath|rah minha≠ ikhtas˝artu ma≠ taqaddama dhikruhu" [and they
have, in this matter, many works from which I have excerpted what precedes]). Note that this
sentence does not appear in his musawwadah, where the same passage is quoted, however. See
al-Maqr|z|, Musawwadat Kita≠b al-Mawa≠‘iz˝ wa-al-I‘tiba≠r f| Dhikr al-Khit¸at¸ wa-al-A±tha≠r, ed. Ayman
Fu’a≠d Sayyid (London, 1416/1995), 106.
9On the small Ismaili communities that survived in Upper Egypt, apparently still in the first
quarter of the eighth/fourteenth century, see Farhad Daftary, The Isma’ilis: Their History and
Doctrines (Cambridge, 1990), 274–75.
10See reproduction of fol. 32r in "Maqriziana IV," 26.
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XXV. (fol. 32v)
Title on fol. 32v, lines 9–10: Fas˝l [dealing with the wealth and personal estate
which Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n left upon his death].
Incipit (fol. 32v):
„uK2 ·ô¬ WF³ÝË —UM¹œ n√ ·ô¬ …dAŽ U¹dB U³¼– ÊuuÞ sÐ bLŠ√ dO_« nKš ∫ qB2›Æ Æ Æ¤ 
Explicit (fol. 32v, lines 16–17):
Æ—UM¹œ n√ WzU?Ë n√ 5C?Lš Ê«b?O*«Ë d?BI« vKŽË —U?M¹œ n√ 5½ULŁ …d?¹e'« sB?Š vKŽË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
 ’ ¨…dOC«®≥¥π–≥µ±©
Commentary:
Placed at the end of XXIV, on the same folio, but written in the other direction,
i.e., perpendicularly, this excerpt, containing a small passage related to Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n,
was reused word for word by al-Maqr|z| in the biography he wrote of him in
Al-Muqaffá (1:429), without referring to any source. It was found in the main
source for the Tulunid period in al-Maqr|z|'s time as well as in ours: S|rat A±l
T˛u≠lu≠n or Al-S|rah al-T˛u≠lu≠n|yah by Abu≠ Muh˝ammad ‘Abd Alla≠h ibn Muh˝ammad
al-Balaw| (d. after 330/942).11 Al-Maqr|z| must have dedicated some lines to this
important author in the lost section of his Al-Muqaffá.12 However, in his other
works, he never refers to him by name, but instead refers to the title of his book,
sometimes quoted as "ja≠mi‘ al-s|rah al-t¸u≠lu≠n|yah" or "ja≠mi‘ s|rat (Ah˝mad) Ibn
T˛u≠lu≠n."13 Other excerpts which derive from this source will be found under notes
XXXIV, XLVII, and XLV, all regarding Ah˝mad ibn T˛u≠lu≠n. From this and the
other material gleaned from al-Balaw|'s book by al-Maqr|z| and inserted in his
works,14 it can be conjectured that he had at his disposal, already in his time, the
part of the book dealing with Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n only, and not the part dealing with his
descendants. Furthermore, he must have relied heavily on it for the first part of his
triptych on Egyptian history: ‘Iqd Jawa≠hir al-As˝fa≠t¸ min Akhba≠r Mad|nat al-Fust¸a≠t¸.
11Reference is made here to al-Balaw|, S|rat Ah˝mad ibn T˛u≠lu≠n, ed. Muh˝ammad Kurd ‘Al| (Damascus,
1358/[1939–40]). The actual passage is to be found on pages 349–51.
12A small part of the book dealing with individuals whose ism began with an ‘ayn (mostly ‘Al|)
was identified in the autograph copy of Durar al-‘Uqu≠d al-Far|dah (Forschungsbibliothek, Gotha,
MS A1771) by M. al-Ya‘la≠w|, who published these biographies at the end of vol. 8 of his edition
of Al-Muqaffá.
13See A. R. Guest, "A List of Writers, Books, and other Authorities mentioned by El Maqr|z| in
his Khit¸at¸," Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies (1902): 112; A. ‘Abd al-Maj|d
Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r (Cairo, 1983), 2:86–87; al-Maqr|z|, Al-Khit¸at¸, ed. A. F. Sayyid (London,
1423/2002), 2:23.*
14Till now, the material has been traced back in Al-Muqaffá, Al-Khit¸at¸, and Shudhu≠r al-‘Uqu≠d.
This work is now considered lost, but must have been finished by the time al-Maqr|z|
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began to write his other books, where he refers to it.15
XXVI. (fols. 32v–33r16)
No title: Fas˝l consisting of the quotation of a story regarding ‘Umar ibn al-Khat¸t¸a≠b
and a Coptic ritual performed to ensure the flooding of the Nile.
Incipit (fol. 32v, lines 17–19):
«dJÐ U²MÐ «ËcšQ¹ Ê√ W?OK¼U'« w2 rNðœUŽ ÊU'Ë tMŽ tK« w{— »UD)« sÐ dLŽ s“ w?2 qOM« b dBM
›Æ Æ Æ¤ qOM« w2 UN½uMdG¹ rNuM s
Explicit (fol. 33r, lines 3–6):
ÆWMC« ‰uÞ w2 Áb¹e¹ ÊU' U ÂuO« p– w2 oKž tO2 UN2cM ULK2 ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
This note seems to have been written in the same direction immediately after the
previous one, as no change of color in the ink is discernible, although it is not
connected with the subject of al-Balaw|'s book. The last lines end on the following
folio. The original source was not identified. The same event is reported in different
words by Ibn ‘Abd al-H˛akam in his Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r wa-Akhba≠riha≠.17 As we have
seen,18 the notebook contains a resumé of this work which ends abruptly with this
very story. The last lines found in the Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r are missing there, while the
entire story which came from Ibn ‘Abd al-H˛akam is found in his Khit¸at ¸ (1:58).
The wording is identical, which means that al-Maqr|z| did not quote from his
incomplete abstract, but rather returned to the original source. The reason why he
decided not to quote the version found on this folio, which differs from Ibn ‘Abd
al-H˛akam's version in its wording, remains unknown.
XXVII. (fol. 33r)
No title: Quotation dealing with the city of Barzah, taken from [Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat
Dimashq?] by Ibn ‘Asa≠kir.
15See Khit¸at¸, 1:212; Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’, ed. Jama≠l al-D|n al-Shayya≠l (Cairo, 1967), 1:4; Al-Sulu≠k,
ed. Muh˝ammad Mus˝t¸afá Ziya≠dah (Cairo, 1956), 1:9; D˛aw’ al-Sa≠r| f| Khabar Tam|m al-Da≠r|, ed.
Muh˝ammad Ah˝mad ‘A±shu≠r (Cairo, 1392/1972), 31.
16A large band of paper, representing about the third of the folio, has been cut horizontally from
fol. 33.
17See Ibn ‘Abd al-H˛akam, The History of the Conquest of Egypt, North Africa and Spain Known
as the Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r of Ibn ‘Abd al-H˛akam, ed. Charles C. Torrey (New Haven, 1922; Leiden, 1920),
150–51. For a folkloric interpretation of the whole story, see S. Mahdihassan, "A Legend Attributed
to Calif Omar and Its Chinese Basis," Abr-Nahrain 16 (1975–76): 115–18.
18"Maqriziana I/1," resumé II, 33–35.
Incipit (fol. 33r, lines 7–8):
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›Æ Æ Æ¤ ÂUI*UÐ ·dF¹ b³F UNO2 oAœ d¼UEÐ W¹dM …“dÐ
Explicit (same fol., lines 14–17):
v≈ rO¼«d?Ð≈ ÂU?I0 ·d??F¹ Íc« l{u*« w2 …“d?Ð W¹d?IÐ n?N?' w2 ÁR??³?(ð X½U??' t?√ Ê≈ q?O?MË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Æd'UCŽ sÐ« Ád'– ÆÂuO«
Commentary:
The source, mentioned explicitly by al-Maqr|z| at the end of the note, is Ibn
‘Asa≠kir.19 As the passage refers to a place located in the vicinity of Damascus, it
is reasonable to think that it was taken from his opus magnum, the Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat
Dimashq, notwithstanding the fact that this data is not found in it. There is indeed
a chapter devoted to the Maqa≠m Ibra≠h|m20 situated in Barzah, but the stories differ
from what is found in the notebook. Besides this discrepancy, it is hardly probable
that al-Maqr|z| took this note from another source based on Ibn ‘Asa≠kir, where
the source was clearly indicated by the author. It remains puzzling that this note
differs from the original text and that no other works among those compiled by
Ibn ‘Asa≠kir, except the Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat Dimashq, could better fit with this excerpt.
Furthermore, al-Maqr|z| does not seem to have used it in any of his published
books.
XXVIII. (fol. 33v)
Title on same fol., line 1: Mukhta≠r min al-Muya≠wama≠t/al-Qa≠d˝| al-Fa≠d˝il.
Æq{UH« w{UI«  UËUO s —U²(
Incipit (fol. 33v, lines 2–3):
`²H nÝu¹ s¹b?« ÕöR dRUM« pK*« V'— t?O2 tKN²?C vË_« ÈœUL?ł WzULC?LšË 5F³?ÝË l³Ý WMÝ
›Æ Æ Æ¤ v−M*« wÐ√ sÐ« u×½
Explicit (fol. 33v, lines 9–10):
ÆtK³M s Â«b(²Ýô«Ë tO2 Áb¹ l{uÐ wœUF« fK:« d√Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
19Other excerpts from this source will be found under numbers LXIII and LXVII. The author and
his work are quoted thrice in the Khit¸at ¸(see Guest, "A List of Writers," 109; Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸
Mis˝r, 1:279 and 2:76), under the title Ta≠r|kh Dimashq, but he undoubtedly used it for other works,
like Al-Muqaffá, Imta≠‘ al-Asma≠‘, al-Khabar ‘an al-Bashar, and some of his opuscules.
20I am referring here to the following edition: ed. Muh˝ibb al-D|n Abu≠ Sa‘|d ‘Umar ibn Ghara≠mah
al-‘Amraw| (Beirut, 1415/1995, 80 vols.), 2:323–41 (ba≠b dhikr fad˝l al-masa≠jid al-maqs˝u≠dah
bi-al-ziya≠rah ka-al-rabwah wa-maqa≠m Ibra≠h|m wa-kahf Jibr|l wa-al-maqa≠bir).
Written on the back of fol. 33, with the title in red ink, this extract stems from a
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work mentioned in my previous article, where the title was not given.21 The
author, ‘Abd al-Rah˝|m ibn ‘Al| al-Baysa≠n|, better known by his title al-Qa≠d˝|
al-Fa≠d˝il (d. 596/1200), had worked for the Fatimid administration and was put in
charge of the Egyptian chancery under Saladin. Apart from his important epistolary
output, he is also the author of a diary whose title, as provided by al-Maqr|z|,
varies greatly, from Ta‘l|q al-Mutajaddida≠t to Mutajaddida≠t al-H˛awa≠dith or al-
Muya≠wama≠t. The latter is quoted here, preceded by the word mukhta≠r (extract).
This passage clearly shows that the diary was organized by year, and within each
year by month, etc. Al-Maqr|z| apparently managed to get an autograph copy of
this work, as he confirms in several places with the words min khat¸t¸ihi naqaltu,22
though this probably happened at a later stage in his writing process as it became
necessary.23 This can be surmised thanks to a draft (2 vols.) of his Khit¸at¸, where
all the quotations deriving from al-Qa≠d˝| al-Fa≠d˝il's diary were jotted down in the
margins or on slips of paper glued in places where they were to be inserted. From
these quotations, it can be deduced that this historical book covered broadly the
period between 566 (earliest citation in the Khit¸at)¸ and his death, making it a
substantial source for the end of the Fatimid period and the transition to the
Ayyubid regime.
The actual excerpt reports events dated to the year 577, opening with the first
day of Juma≠dá I, then proceeding to the 11th of the same month. Al-Maqr|z| took
complete advantage of it in Al-Sulu≠k (1:73 and 107–8), but he also quoted parts of
it in the draft of his Khit¸at¸.24 Here it was written on a small piece of paper and
glued in the margin (Topkapı Sarayı MS 1472, fol. 122). It was inserted among
other data originating from the same source and dealing with events which occurred
between 577 and 587, though all this did not find its way into the final version of
the book.25 From this, we may surmise that he made various cards while composing
the Khit¸at ¸which he collected on a slip of paper and later introduced to Al-Sulu≠k
where he deemed appropriate. Some striking discrepancies in the dating of some
events are conspicuous between the notebook, Al-Sulu≠k, and the draft of the
Khit¸at.¸ Clearly, this exemplifies another aspect of his working method.
XXIX. (fol. 34r)
No title: Biographies of four Egyptians who died in the sixth and seventh centuries.
21See "Maqriziana I/1," 37.
22Al-Maqr|z|, Khit¸at¸, ed. Sayyid, 2:34.*
23These are Al-Khit¸at¸, Al-Muqaffá, and Al-Sulu≠k.
24Al-Maqr|z|, Musawwadah, 299–300.
25The source is indicated there as al-Qa≠d˝| al-Fa≠d˝il, Ta‘l|q al-Mutajaddida≠t.
±ÍdB*« wzUMÝù« VłU?(« sÐ s¹b« ‰ULł Ëd?LŽ uÐ√ wM¹ËÓb« f½u¹ sÐ dJÐ wÐ√ sÐ d?LŽ sÐ ÊUL?¦Ž ©
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  ® wJU*«∂¥∂©
≤  ® wÓöÓF« wL(K« —bÐ wÐ√ sÐ œuL× sÐ nKš sÐ »U¼u« b³Ž sÐ bLŠ√ ©∂ππ©
≥  ® d¼UÞ uÐ√ ÊUMÔÐ sÐ bL× sÐ bL× sÐ bL× ©µπ∂©
¥  ® tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« ·dý —uJA sÐ bL× ©∂∑¥©
Commentary:
These four biographies of men who all died in Egypt, mainly during the seventh
century, seem to have been written at the same time, as shown by the color of the
ink and the style of script, which means that they probably come from the same
source. In all cases, the first ism has been written in red ink, and the placement of
the biographies varies according to the space left blank while al-Maqr|z| was
writing his notes, ensuring that each of them would be easily visible. This explains
why the first occupies the upper right quarter, beginning from the bottom towards
the top of the page, the second the upper left quarter, from right to left, and the
last two the lower half of the page, from top to bottom, beginning from left to
right. Two of them have been mentioned in Al-Muqaffá (no. 2 = 1:519–21 [no.
507]; no. 3 = 7:154–57 [no. 3258]), where parts of the material in the notebook
have been used. No. 4 should also have been included in this work, given that his
profile corresponded to the goals established by al-Maqr|z| for the compiling of
this dictionary.26 The original source (or sources) has not been identified so far.
Considering the order in which they were written, the source surely did not
consist of an alphabetically-organized dictionary, nor an annalistic history.
Furthermore, in none of the sources quoted by al-Maqr|z| for the biography of no.
3 in Al-Muqaffá does the text match the one found here.27 The same is true for no.
2, whose biography appears in seven sources composed prior to 845.28
XXX. (fols. 34v–37r, 36v)
26I.e., all the Egyptians from the beginning of Islam, except his contemporaries to whom he
devoted another biographical dictionary entitled Durar al-‘Uqu≠d al-Far|dah. By Egyptian, he
meant all those who were born in Egypt, or those who were born elsewhere but eventually
established themselves in Egypt. There probably is a gap between Muh˝ammad ibn al-Musayyab
and Muh˝ammad ibn Mus˝t¸afá in the surviving sections of Al-Muqaffá. However, no. 4 does not
appear in the unpublished sections that I have identified, nor in the list of lost biographies established
by the editor (8:669–75) on the basis of cross-references made by al-Maqr|z| in his book.
27Ibn al-Dubayth|, al-Mundhir|, and al-‘Ima≠d al-Is˝faha≠n|.
28Al-S˛afad|, Al-Wa≠f|; idem, A‘ya≠n al-‘As˝r; Ibn H˛ab|b, Durrat al-Asla≠k; idem, Tadhkirat al-Nab|h;
Ibn al-S˛uqa≠‘|, Ta≠l| Kita≠b al-Wafaya≠t; al-Subk|, T˛abaqa≠t al-Sha≠fi‘|yah; Ibn Sha≠kir, Fawa≠t al-Wafaya≠t.
No title: Biography of Ah˝mad ibn Muh˝ammad ibn Mudabbir.
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Incipit (fol. 34v, lines 1–2):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ ¡öł_« ‰ULF«Ë »U²J« 5ÞUOýË ”UM« …U¼œ s ÊU' ÆdÐb sÐ bL× sÐ bLŠ√
Explicit (fol. 36v, lines 12–13):
ÆtuŠ ÊU' s q' vJÐË vJ³2 XHRË UL' ¡«Ëb« U½błË sC(« UÐP¹ XUI2 ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
This rather long biography closes quire III, connecting it with the following one.29
The person whose life is portrayed here was one of the most emblematic rulers of
Egypt, i.e., Ibn Mudabbir, governor in the name of the Abbasid caliph in Baghdad,
who was eventually challenged by Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n. Quite strangely, Ibn Mudabbir's life
is not included in Al-Muqaffá, although this is another example of the state in
which this important work has reached us. It is, however, found in an autograph
copy of the Muqaffá containing letters alif to kha≠’, which came to light in the
eighties of the last century and is now held by the University Library of Leiden
(the Netherlands, MS 14.533, fols. 1v–2v, 20r–v). The material found in the
notebook was reused by al-Maqr|z| in the Muqaffá, particularly Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n's
biography (Al-Muqaffá, 1:420–22), as well as in other places. Other passages
found on fols. 34v–35v in the notebook were inserted in the Khit¸at ¸where Ibn
Mudabbir was the subject of the section (Khit¸at¸, 1:314–15 and 316). Unfortunately,
the source of the material found in the notebook remains unidentified, and possibly
lost.
XXXI. (fols. 55r–55v30)
Title on fol. 55r, line 30: [Three quotations from] Muru≠j al-Dhahab/al-Mas‘u≠d|
dealing with the definition of al-baqt¸, al-barbar, al-na≠ranj, and al-utrujj al-
mudawwar.
List of the quotations:
±ÍœuF?C*« d?'– U vKŽ w¼Ë d?B v≈ WÐuM« pK s W?MÝ q' w2 qL% w²« W?³¹dC« u¼ jI?³« ©
29Fol. 36 is a small piece of paper pasted in the margin. The recto is blank. All this proves that
text XXX, and consequently all the preceding notes, were written after the quires of resumés I and
II were assembled. When al-Maqr|z| reached the end of fol. 37r., he could not go on writing on the
verso of the same folio which corresponded to the beginning of text II. So, he added a scrap of
paper in order to finish note XXX. On top of it, he wrote dÐb sÐ d³š WOIÐ, to avoid misunderstanding
in the arrangement of the folios. The text is written normally on the verso of fols. 34 and 35, while
it is written vertically on the recto of fols. 35 and 37, beginning on the spine side, from bottom to
top.
30See reproduction of fol. 55r in "Maqriziana IV," 28.
 Ã ¨ÃËd®≤ ’ ¨±≥∞Æ›Æ Æ Æ¤ ©(fol. 55r)
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≤»U?²?' s Æ›Æ Æ Æ¤  uU?ł ÊU' r?NJKË ÂU?A« œöÐ s 5DCK2 ÷—√ X½U?' dÐd?³« ÷—√ dÐd?³« ©
 Ã ¨ÃËd® V¼c« ÃËd≤ ’¨≤¥µÆ©(fol. 55r)
≥›Æ Æ Æ¤ bMN?« ÷—√ s qL??Š —Ëb*« Ãdð_«Ë !—UM« ∫ V?¼c« ÃËd?? »U?²??' w2 Íœu??F??C*« ‰U??M ©
 Ã ¨ÃËd®≤ ’ ¨±∞∏ Æ©(fol. 55v)
Commentary:
Quire VI, which opens with fol. 55, is placed just in the middle of resumé II (Ibn
‘Abd al-H˛akam's Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r wa-Akhba≠riha≠). It opens with the end of dhikr bina≠’
al-Iskandar|yah31 which al-Maqr|z| began on fol. 52r of the preceding quire.
Strangely, fol. 55r bears only three lines and fol. 56r eight lines, the remaining
part on the recto and the entire verso of both folios having been left blank by
al-Maqr|z|, as if he intended to complete these passages with others missing in his
original copy. These blank spaces were further used to scribble notes
(XXXI–XXXIV) starting, as it seems, from fol. 56v backwards with XXXIV,
indicating that the source in note XXXIV was undoubtedly consulted prior to
those of the following notes. In this way, we are able to know in which chronological
order al-Maqr|z| consulted these sources. Obviously, notes XXXI–XXXIII were
written after note XXXIV, to fill in the gap. The actual note is composed of three
excerpts originating from a common source, which is indicated very carefully in
the three cases, i.e., the Muru≠j al-Dhahab of al-Mas‘u≠d| (d. 346/956). A close
examination of their placement on the folio reveals that they were jotted down in
the order given here: the first one occupies the space located near the spine,
written vertically from bottom to top, while the second was placed horizontally, at
its side. In both cases, red ink was used for the first word to mark it as a catchword.
The third extract, on the verso, is written on the right, filling the space left blank
after the end of note XXXIV. Al-Mas‘u≠d| represents an important source for
al-Maqr|z|, who used his Muru≠j al-Dhahab, Akhba≠r al-Zama≠n, and Al-Tanb|h
wa-al-Ishra≠f.32 The actual extracts in the notebook, together with one other (see
XXXV), all come from the first book. They deal with the tax (baqt¸) paid by Nubia
in agreement with the truce concluded in 31/652, the origin of the Berbers, and
the introduction of bitter orange and citron to the Middle East. Each of them was
found in the original source33 and was incorporated into al-Maqr|z|'s works. The
31This end is lacking in the edition based on several manuscripts (ed. Torrey). On this, see
"Maqriziana V" (forthcoming).
32For the Khit¸at¸, see Guest, "A List of Writers," 115; Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 1:277.
33Reference is made here to the following edition: Barbier de Meynard and Pavet de Courteille,
rev. and corrected by Ch. Pellat (Beirut, 1966), vol. 2.
first as well as the third are to be found throughout the Khit¸at ¸(1:201 and 1:28),
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where the source is clearly indicated, although, for the second, reference is made
to a more generic title: Al-Ta≠r|kh.34 The second extract (al-Barbar) was not used
in the Khit¸at,¸ although it could have found a place in the Dhikr al-Bujah wa-Yuqa≠l
innahum min al-Barbar (1:194). However, it inspired al-Maqr|z| for another
purpose, as it was identified in his opuscule on the Arab tribes in Egypt (Al-Baya≠n
wa-al-I‘ra≠b ‘amman f| Ard˝ Mis˝r min Qaba≠’il al-A‘ra≠b).35
XXXII. (fol. 55v)
No title: Biography of a Damascene who died in the 6th c.
  ® wF2UA« w½«—u(« sÐUÐ ·ËdF*« wýdI« bLŠ√ sÐ ÿuH× sÐ bL× sÐ ÊUMÐ ÊUO³« uÐ√µµ±Æ©
Commentary:
This very short biography (10 lines) occupies the space left below the third extract
of the preceding note. In this case too, the beginning (here the kunyah) has been
written in red ink, and the text has been placed upside down. It is interesting to
note that this individual was the founder of a mystical order in Damascus and
Syria, called the Baya≠n|yah, of which disciples were still active more than a
century after his death. Al-Maqr|z| does not seem to have made use of the data
found here, but he mentioned one of its disciples (d. 675/1277), called shaykh
al-baya≠n|yah of H˛ama≠h, in his Al-Muqaffá (1:161). The source of this note has
not been identified so far.
XXXIII. (fol. 55v)
No title: Quotation of a verse by Muh˝ammad ibn Tu≠mart.
»dG*UÐ dzU¦«  duð sÐ bL× dFý s
Verse:
U/≈ p½S2 UO½b« s œd&œd− X½√Ë UO½b« v≈ Xłdš
Commentary:
Al-Maqr|z| did not devote a biography to the mahd| Ibn Tu≠mart (d. 524/1130) in
34Strangely, in his recent edition, A. F. Sayyid (1:75, n. 4) has indicated that this quotation was
not found in Muru≠j al-Dhahab, Akhba≠r al-Zama≠n, or Al-Tanb|h wa-al-Ishra≠f.
35Ed. Ramad˝a≠n al-Bakr| and Ah˝mad Mus˝t¸afá Qa≠sim, in Rasa≠’il al-Maqr|z| (Cairo, 1419/1998),
145. It had previously been quoted by F. Wüstenfeld in Macrizi's Geschichte der Copten, aus den
Handschriften zu Gotha und Wien mit Übersetzung und Anmerkungen (Göttingen, 1847), 63 (of
the Arabic text) and 11–12 (n. 6 of the translation).
Al-Muqaffá, even though he did pass through Alexandria, thus satisfying the
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prerequisite for inclusion in this biographical dictionary.36 The presence of this
verse in the margin of the notebook shows that he was interested in this individual,
despite the fact that it does not appear in any of al-Maqr|z|'s extant works. Thus,
it might be considered only as a note of interest to al-Maqr|z|, who did not intend
to reuse it, an attitude that is confirmed in the case of other notes as well. The
authors who mentioned this verse in Ibn Tu≠mart's biography repeatedly say that
the mahd| used to recite it frequently (ka≠na yunshidu kath|ran).37 In earlier works,
it is attributed to Abu≠ al-‘Ata≠hiyah.38 Al-Maqr|z| neglected to mention the source
from which he took this verse. Various possibilities may be imagined,39 such as
al-S˛afad|, who appears in this notebook in connection with an abstract (V) from
Al-Wa≠f| bi-al-Wafa≠ya≠t, but al-Maqr|z| more likely took it from Al-Mughrib f|
H˛ulá al-Maghrib by Ibn Sa‘|d (‘Al| ibn Mu≠sá, d. 685/1286), clearly given by
al-S˛afad| as his source in this particular case. Ibn Sa‘|d was also an important
source from whom al-Maqr|z| benefited, and excerpts from two of his works
appear later in the notebook (LVII, LX, LXI).40
XXXIV. (fols. 56v–55v)
No title: Quotation dealing with Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n and the discovery of a treasure.
Incipit (fol. 56v, line 1):
¤ tO≈ dB0 Ã«d)« œ— s ÁUŽb²Ý« U0 bL²F*« »U²' ÊuuÞ sÐ bLŠ√ vKŽ œ—Ë U* ÆdB d³š sÆ Æ Æ›
 ’ ¨…dOC«®∑¥≠∑∑©
Explicit (fol. 55v, line 7):
ÆtC³Š w2  UL2 tC³ŠË tU cš√Ë tOKŽ i³I2 UNM «u−{ ¡UOý√ rNe√Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
As for most of the extracts dealing with the period of Ah˝mad ibn T˛u≠lu≠n (see
XXV), this particular one also comes from the source already identified, although
never mentioned explicitly in the notebook. It is referred to generally by al-Maqr|z|
36He made only a short reference to his leaving Egypt in 511 in Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’, ed. Muh˝ammad
H˛ilm| Muh˝ammad Ah˝mad (Cairo, 1393/1973), 3:56.
37Ibn Khallika≠n, Wafaya≠t al-A‘ya≠n, ed. Muh˝y| al-D|n ‘Abd al-H˛am|d (Cairo, 1948), 4:145; al-
Dhahab|, Siyar A‘la≠m al-Nubala≠’, ed. Shu‘ayb al-Arna’u≠t¸ (Beirut, 1417/1996), 19:551; al-S˛afad|,
Al-Wa≠f|, ed. S. Dedering (Damascus, 1953), 3:327.
38See for instance Abu≠ al-Faraj al-Is˝baha≠n|, Al-Agha≠n| (Beirut, 1955), 4:102.
39See n. 37.
40His books are quoted in Al-Muqaffá, 1:390, 3:412, 6:112; and Al-Khit¸at.¸ See Guest, "A List of
Writers," 118; Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 1:27; and Sayyid's ed., 5:967 and 989.
as the Ja≠mi‘ al-S|rah al-T˛u≠lu≠n|yah, and more commonly known by the name of its
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author, al-Balaw|. The passage quoted here was found in the only available edition.41
The text, written backwards starting from fol. 56v, is simply introduced by the
words "min khabar Mis˝r" in red ink, and recounts the events that took place when
the Abbasid caliph demanded that Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n give him the khara≠j of Egypt and the
accidental discovery he made of a treasure in the desert. This text was reused
verbatim by al-Maqr|z| in both versions of his Khit¸at ¸(the draft42 and the final text
(2:266–67)), under the heading "h˝ad|th al-kanz." This proves that the passage in
the notebook was already considered by al-Maqr|z| to be the final version to be
included in his work. Also noteworthy is the fact that the text in the notebook is a
verbatim quotation, implying that he did not change anything.
XXXV. (fol. 82r)
Title on fol. 82r, line 1: Fas˝l f| N|ra≠n al-‘Arab
»dF« Ê«dO½ w2 qB2
Incipit (fol. 82r, line 1):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ W2dŽ s l2œ s U¼«dO bMuð WHœe*« —U½ ∫ «—U½ dAŽ WFÐ—√ w¼Ë
Explicit (fol. 82r, line 17):
ÆUNÐ ÊuŠœUL²¹ r¼Ë d(2√ ÊU' l2—√ UNF{uË r({√ X½U' ULK' ÈdI« fL²K¹ s* UN½uF2d¹Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
This extract initiates a series of notes placed at the end of quire VIII, where the
aforementioned resumé II ends. Those notes occupy the last three folios (82r–86v)
which were left blank. Two slips of paper were added to complete some of them
(fols. 83–84). The section dealing with the fires of the Arabs occupies all of fol.
82r, being placed vertically, starting from the spine. As usual, the first word was
written in red ink, and strokes in the same color over the name of the various fires
help to easily differentiate them. No source is indicated, but it can be assumed that
the text comes from al-Nuwayr| (d. 733/1333), Niha≠yat al-Arab f| Funu≠n al-Adab,
since the fires are organized in the same way and the wording is almost identical.43
41Al-Balaw|, S|rah, 74–77.
42Istanbul, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Kütüphanesi MS 1405, fols. 73v–75r. It is worth mentioning
that the name of one of the protagonists in this passage is vocalized in one occurrence in the
notebook as Ibn al-D?suwamah. In the draft, this is not the case, but the ductus is identical. Thus,
the reading that appears in A. F. Sayyid's edition of the Khit¸at ¸ (Ibn al-Dashshu≠mah) must be
corrected accordingly.
43This work was already considered as a possible source of resumé IV/6. The actual passage is to
be found in vol. 1:103–29.
However, al-Nuwayr| mainly relied on another source, i.e., al-Ja≠h˝iz˝'s Kita≠b al-
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H˛ayawa≠n,44 adding original data taken from other books. Al-Maqr|z| utilized the
extract he scribbled in his notebook for his book dealing with pre-Islamic times,
Al-Khabar ‘an al-Bashar, a work that remains unpublished despite its vast amount
of material gathered from many lost and extant sources.45 In the Dhikr N|ra≠n
al-‘Arab,46 the author has interspersed the information he collected in al-Nuwayr|'s
work, but the most interesting feature is the fact that he went back to al-Nuwayr|'s
original source (al-Ja≠h˝iz˝), from which he quotes extensively, while also adding
new material to both of them. This trait illustrates al-Maqr|z|'s insistence on
going back to older texts.
XXXVI. (fols. 82v–83r)
No title: Fas˝l [regarding the tribe of Shu‘ayb and their genealogy, taken from]
al-Mas‘u≠d|.
Incipit (fol. 82v, lines 1–2):
¡UIM?Ž sÐ «d sÐ q¹u?Ž— sÐ q2u½ sÐ VOF?ý ÂuM w2 lz«d?A« q¼√ Ÿ“UMð bMË ∫ Íœu?FC*« ‰U?M ÆqB2
›Æ Æ Æ¤ tOKŽ tK« vKR qOK)« rO¼«dÐ≈ sÐ s¹b sÐ
Explicit (fol. 83r, lines 5–6):
UNOKŽ rNJK9Ë pUL*« Ác¼ vKŽ rN?³KGð WOHO'Ë dOÝË »ËdŠ s W³O?−Ž —U³š√ „uK*« ¡ôRNË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Æ3_« s rNK³M UNOKŽË UNO2 ÊU' s rNðœUÐ≈Ë
Commentary:
The name of the author helps to establish the source of this extract. We have seen
elsewhere in the notebook (see XXXI) that quotations from this author came from
the Muru≠j al-Dhahab, which must still be identified as the source in this case
(2:281–83). Considering the fact that al-Maqr|z| probably wrote both of them at
the same time, and given the place of this note in the quire (just after the extract
from al-Nuwayr|) and that of the other extract (XXXI, in the middle of a quire, to
44Ed. ‘Abd al-Sala≠m M. Ha≠ru≠n (Cairo, 1385/1966), 4:461–92 and 5:5–148. See also more generally
T. Fahd, "Le Feu chez les anciens Arabes," in Le Feu dans le Proche-Orient antique: Aspects
linguistiques, archéologiques, technologiques, littéraires: Actes du Colloque de Strasbourg (9 et
10 juin 1972), Travaux du Centre de recherche sur le Proche-Orient et la Grèce antiques (Leiden,
1973), 43–61 (based on al-Ja≠h˝iz˝ and al-Nuwayr|).
45For a description of the manuscripts held in Istanbul libraries, some of which are autographs, see
F. Tauer, "Zu al-Maqr|z|'s Schrift al-abar ‘an al-Ba£ar," Islamica 1 (1925): 357–64; for an
appraisal of the work's importance, see M. Lecker, "Idol Worship in Pre-Islamic Medina (Yathrib),"
Le Muséon 106 (1993): 331–46.
46Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi MS Fatih 4339 (autograph), fols. 66r–74v (particularly
69r–71v).
fill the blank spaces), it may be presumed that he had access to this source after
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having consulted al-Nuwayr|'s Niha≠yat al-Arab. When he obtained a copy of the
Muru≠j al-Dhahab, he first jotted down his notes in the remaining space on fol. 55,
then went on to the next blank pages in the notebook, i.e., fols. 82–83. We have
already seen that such a chronological classification could be proposed for text
XXXIV (see under XXXI). The entire text was later integrated into the Khit¸at¸
(1:187), without any modification in the phrasing.
XXXVII. (fol. 83r47)
No title: Two biographies of persons who died in Cairo in the fourth and seventh
centuries.
±  ® wdO−M« VðUJ« Íu×M« Íœ«bG³« ‚U×Ý≈ uÐ√ tK« b³Ž sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ ©≥¥≥Æ©
≤sÐ bL?Š√ sÐ bL?× sÐ wKŽ sÐ g¹d?M sÐ wKŽ sÐ e¹eF« b?³Ž sÐ wKŽ sÐ s?LŠd« b³?Ž sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ ©
·d?ý VðUJ« ÍdB*« wËe?<« wýdI?« ‚U×?Ý≈ uÐ√ bOu« sÐ bU?š sÐ ÊU?LOKÝ sÐ sC?(« sÐ Wö?Ý
  ® s¹b«∂¥≥Æ©
Commentary:
The preceding note ended on fol. 83r, with only 6 lines occupying the upper part,
leaving the rest of the folio available for further notes. Al-Maqr|z| used this space
for two biographies. The first one was written vertically, from top to bottom, on
the left, while the second occupies the right side, horizontally. Red ink was used
for the first ism. Both of them were obviously taken from the same source, which
is not cited. This source probably consisted of a comprehensive biographical
dictionary. This can be inferred from the names, which follow in alphabetical
order, and from the death dates, which are not contemporaneous with each other.
This source has not been identified so far. The material was partly reused for
Al-Muqaffá, where a biography has been devoted to both of them (1:239–41 [no.
274]; 1:213–14 [no. 238]). Furthermore, the second one is mentioned in Al-Khit¸at¸
(2:93), where the text exactly matches the one in the notebook! But al-Maqr|z|
intended to include both of them in his other book dedicated to the secretaries of
the chancery entitled Khula≠s˝at al-Tibr f| Akhba≠r Kutta≠b al-Sirr, 48 considered lost.
47Fol. 83 is a little bit smaller than the other folios in the quire, missing a small strip of paper
horizontally and vertically. It was added to the quire by al-Maqr|z| when he saw that he needed a
place to complete the notes. See "Maqriziana IV," 27 (n. 13).
48See al-Maqr|z|, Al-Khit¸at¸ (Sayyid ed.), 1:45*, and also LXXI below.
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XXXVIII. (fol. 82bis r–82bis v49)
No title: Text describing the sessions of wisdom held by the da≠‘| in the Fatimid
period.
Incipit (fol. 82bis r, lines 1–3):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ WKB²*«Ë …UŽb«Ë ¡UOË_« vKŽ √dI¹ U …¡«dI dBIUÐ ”uK'« qR«u¹ wŽ«b« ÊU'
Explicit (fol. 82bis v, lines 10–11):
ÆWFL'«Ë fOL)« Âu¹ ¡UOË_« vKŽ √dIð w²« rJ(« fU− lDIÐ dš¬ V²'Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
The short text appears on a very small loose slip of paper which was never bound
to the notebook. It is to be found throughout Al-Khit¸at¸ (1:391), where the source
is given as al-Musabbih˝|, i.e., al-Mukhta≠r Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Ubayd Alla≠h (d.
420/1030). His main work consisted of a history of Egypt and was entitled Akhba≠r
Mis˝r in its shorter form. Al-Maqr|z| depended heavily upon it for several of his
books.50 The unicum of vol. 40 dealing with the last months of the year 414 and
the greater part of 415, now held in the Escorial in Spain, bears witness to the fact
that he had access to at least that volume,51 but there is no reason to believe that he
did not have access to other volumes as well. In fact, another excerpt from this
source, concerning the year 396, will be found under LXV (fol. 145v). As in that
case, the actual loose leaf played the role of a card, which al-Maqr|z| could attach
to the relevant subject in the preliminary stage of redaction. Indeed, beside the
actual evidence, the same text can be read both in the final version of the Khit¸at ¸as
well as in Al-Muqaffá (3:627–28, biography of al-Qa≠d˝| al-Nu‘ma≠n [al-H˛usayn ibn
‘Al| ibn al-Nu‘ma≠n]) and in Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’ (2:82). It is interesting to notice
that the notebook also contains a biography of al-Musabbih˝|, which al-Maqr|z|
picked up from a hitherto unidentified source (see LVI, no. 13). At the end of the
biographical data, a small—in comparison with what is found in other sources—list
of al-Musabbih˝|'s works is provided, ending with the following: "wa-lahu ‘iddah
49This folio, which was found between fols. 82–83 unfoliated, is a loose scrap of paper. It appears
to be a card, as I will try to demonstrate in "Maqriziana II."
50For the Khit¸at¸, see Guest, "A List of Writers," 116; Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 1:260.
51The manuscript has been the object of two complete editions: W. J. Milward, Akhba≠r Mis˝r f|
Sanatay 414–415 h. (Cairo, 1980); Th. Bianquis and A. F. Sayyid, Al-Juz’ al-Arba‘u≠n min Akhba≠r
Mis˝r (al-Qism al-Ta≠r|kh|) (Cairo, 1978); H˛. Nas˝s˝a≠r, Al-Juz’ al-Arba‘u≠n min Akhba≠r Mis˝r (al-Qism
al-Adab|) (Cairo, 1984). For the reading note in the handwriting of al-Maqr|z|, see the reproduction
of the title page in the Bianquis and Sayyid edition. Other passages originating in volumes now
lost and found in various sources were gathered by A. F. Sayyid, "Nus˝u≠s˝ D˛a≠’i‘ah min Akhba≠r
Mis˝r," Annales islamologiques 17 (1981): 1–54.
tas˝a≠n|f ghayrahu wa-qad dhakartuha≠ ‘inda dhikr ma≠ intaqaytuhu min ta≠r|khihi"!
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The last words should probably be attributed to al-Maqr|z|,52 rather than to the
author from which he extracted this biography. In this way, al-Maqr|z| confirmed
that he had made a selection (intiqa≠’) of the Ta≠r|kh of al-Musabbih˝|, a fact that is
corroborated by his working method.53 Apart from al-Maqr|z|, another author also
seems to have completed a selection of this work, although he has been ignored
until now. H˛a≠jj| Khal|fah mentioned it mistakenly,54 yet the author was never
identified as being Rash|d al-D|n al-Mundhir| (Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd al-‘Az˝|m
ibn ‘Abd al-Qaw|, d. 643/1245–46).55 This was confirmed by the quotations made
by the Meccan historian Taq| al-D|n al-Fa≠s| (d. 832/1429) in his Shifa≠’ al-Ghara≠m,56
establishing that the Mukhtas˝ar was still available in Mecca at that time, in al-
Maqr|z|'s lifetime.
XXXIX. (fols. 83v–84v57)
No title: Text containing obituaries for the year 761 and a historical report of the
persons who were in charge of the h˝isbah between 737 and 745/Ibn al-Naqqa≠sh.
Incipit (fol. 83v, lines 1–2):
bL?× sÐ dJÐ w?Ð√ sÐ nÝu¹ s¹b« ¡UO?{ w{UI« t?O2 w2uð WzU?LF?³ÝË 5²?ÝË ÈbŠ≈ WMÝ W?−(« Í–
›Æ Æ Æ¤ —UÐü« XOÐ VODš sÐUÐ dONA«
Other names mentioned:
52See the reasons invoked under LVII. However, unsurprisingly, al-Maqr|z| did not refer to this
resumé in the biography he gave of al-Musabbih˝| in Al-Muqaffá (6:163–65, no. 2632).
53See "Maqriziana II."
54H˛a≠jj| Khal|fah, Kashf al-Z˛unu≠n (ed. Sh. Yaltakya and R. Bilge, Istanbul, 1360/1941), 1:304:
"wa-ikhtas˝arahu Taq| al-D|n al-Fa≠s|." He probably meant that al-Fa≠s| used al-Mundhir|'s Mukhtas˝ar.
See also A. F. Sayyid, "Lumières sur quelques sources de l'histoire fatimide en Egypte," Annales
islamologiques 13 (1977): 14.
55Al-Maqr|z| does not mention this resumé or his books in the biography he gave for al-Mundhir|
in Al-Muqaffá, 6: 91–92. Note also that the date of his death is mentioned in other sources as being
644. Al-Mundhir| is known to have written a Ta≠r|kh Mis˝r which has not been preserved (see
Sayyid, "Lumières," 32–33). An edition (takhr|j) he made of the Mashyakhat al-Na‘‘a≠l al-Baghda≠d|
S˛a≠’in al-D|n al-Anjab has been preserved and was published in Baghdad in 1975 (ed. Bashsha≠r
‘Awwa≠d Ma‘ru≠f and Na≠j| Ma‘ru≠f). His father is better known than him for his book Al-Takmilah
li-Wafaya≠t al-Naqalah.
56Ed. Sa‘|d ‘Abd al-Fatta≠h˝ (Mecca-Riyadh, 1417/1996), Shifa≠’ al-Ghara≠m, 1: 203: ‘alá ma≠ dhakara
al-Musabbih˝| f| Ta≠r|khihi ‘alá ma≠ wajadtu bi-khat¸t¸ al-h˝a≠fiz˝ Rash|d al-D|n ibn al-h˝a≠fiz˝ Zak| al-D|n
al-Mundhir| f| ikhtis˝a≠rihi li-Ta≠r|kh al-Musabbih˝|; 1:233: naqaltu dha≠lika min khat¸t¸ al-Rash|d
al-Mundhir| f| ikhtis˝a≠rihi li-Ta≠r|kh al-Musabbih˝|.
57Fol. 84 is somewhat smaller than fol. 83 and was also added by al-Maqr|z| for the same reason
invoked for fol. 83. See n. 47.
›Æ Æ Æ¤ tC³× w2 ÊËöM sÐ bL× sÐ `UR `UB« pK*« w2uð t(KÝ w2Ë (fol. 83v)
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›Æ Æ Æ¤ wLO²« UO½UŁ wHM(« rŁ ôË√ wF2UA« s¹b« ‰ULł wËe« ÊUL¦Ž sÐ qOKš (fol. 83v)
‘UIM« sÐ« ‰UMsÐ tK« b³Ž s¹b« ‰ULł Wö?F« sI²*« q{UH« UM³ŠUR UC¹√ QÐu« «c¼ w2 w2uð s2Ë 
›Æ Æ Æ¤ Àb;« wHM(« wFK¹e« (fol. 83v)
The office of muh˝tasib (fol. 84r):
s¹b« r$  u? bF?Ð WzUL?F³?ÝË 5ŁöŁË l³?Ý WMÝ vË_« ÈœU?Lł d?A?Ž ÊULŁ w2 W?³?C(« W¹ôË X½U?'Ë
ŒU³?Þ wKŽ ÃU(« sÐ b?LŠ√ W³?C(« w2 vF?Ý bM ÊU?'Ë …dA?Ž fUš W?FL?'« Âu¹ w2 ÍœdF?Ýù« bL?×
›Æ Æ Æ¤ „U²AÐ dO_«Ë ÊuRuM dO_UÐ ÊUDKC«
Explicit (fols. 84r, line 18–84v, lines 1–2):
ÆÊU²Ý—U*« dE½ WHOþË v≈ ¡UOC« œUŽË tbÐ ‰uKNÝ sÐ s¹b« rKŽ WËb« dE½ vuðË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
The name of the author is found at the beginning of a note placed at the bottom of
fol. 83v. Here the name of a person who died during the plague that struck Cairo
in 761, which is discussed in the text covering most of the folio, is given. Attributing
the whole text to Ibn al-Naqqa≠sh on the sole basis of this coincidence would have
been presumptuous. Fortunately, some data found in the upper anonymous part
(fol. 83v, lines 13–15) was inserted by al-Maqr|z| in Al-Khit¸at¸ (2:279), where he
explicitly quoted the source: Ibn al-Naqqa≠sh. It thus can be assumed that excerpt
XXXIX comes entirely from this source, which is also mentioned under LI. There,
an obituary from the same year, but dated to the month Dhu≠ al-Qa‘dah (i.e., just
before the month of Dhu≠ al-H˛ijjah reported here), demonstrates that it was written
prior to this one. The title of the book is also given there fully as Al-‘Ibar f| Man
Mad˝á wa-Ghabar, a work composed by Shams al-D|n Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Al| ibn
‘Abd al-Wa≠h˝id Ibn al-Naqqa≠sh al-Maghrib| al-Dukka≠l| (d. 763/1362).58 From the
58For al-Dukka≠l|, see Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur (Weimar and
Leiden, 1898–1949), 2:247; S2:95. The title of this book is not mentioned in the sources where his
biography is given. See al-Maqr|z|, Al-Khit¸at¸, ed. Sayyid, 4:1:118 (n. 1).
59See Guest, "A List of Writers," 116; Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 1:346 and 2:91; al-Maqr|z|,
Al-Khit¸at¸, ed. Sayyid, 5:987. This editor is not sure that the Shams al-D|n Muh˝ammad ibn al-Naqqa≠sh
mentioned in the Khit¸at¸ (ed. Bu≠la≠q, 2:279 = ed. Sayyid, 4:1:118) is the same one who died in
763/1362. However, the passage quoted there, which also appears in the notebook, refers to the
destruction of al-Hirma≠s's house built in front of al-H˛a≠kim's mosque. Al-Hirma≠s appears in the
events recorded by the historians with regard to Ibn al-Naqqa≠sh's life (see, among others, Ibn
Taghr|bird|, Al-Manhal al-S˛a≠f|, ed. M. M. Am|n [Cairo, 1423/2003], 10:221–22). The second
quotation indicated in Sayyid's index (5:981) refers to another individual whose name is given by
al-Maqr|z| as Zayn al-D|n Abu≠ Hurayrah ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n. That passage appears only in the
citations gleaned from al-Maqr|z|'s Khit¸at¸,59 it can be deduced that it consisted of
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an obituary arranged according to the day and month of death. The analogy with
al-Dhahab|'s Al-‘Ibar f| Khabar Man Ghabar might suggest that the book was
similar in its organization. The data gleaned here was reused, as indicated earlier,
in the Khit¸at ¸as well as in Al-Sulu≠k, where the name of the source is never given.
XL. (fols. 85r–86v)
No title: Text relating the events which took place after 446 between al-Basa≠s|r|
and the caliph al-Qa≠’im bi-Amr Alla≠h until his death in 451.
Incipit (fol. 85r, lines 1–3):
5ÐË tK« d??QÐ rzU??I« W?H?O?K)« 5Ð W?A??Šu«  √b?²Ð« WzU??L?FÐ—√Ë 5?FÐ—√Ë XÝ WMÝ w2 ∫ Íd??O?ÝU?C??³«
g¹dM w³ŠUR ÊU³K;« wMÐ« bFÝ UÐ√Ë rzUMG« UÐ√ tO?≈ rKC¹ Ê√ WHOK)« s VKÞ t½√ V³CÐ ÍdOÝUC³«
›Æ Æ Æ¤
Explicit (fol. 86v, lines 21–22):
Æ«e³š öÞ— s¹dAŽË 5MŁ«Ë r( ‰UÞ—√ WFÐ—√ Âu¹ q' w2 UN oKÞ√Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
The excerpt is introduced by the name of the protagonist written in red ink. The
text presents itself as a digest of al-Basa≠s|r|'s career at the end of his life, and
particularly the role he played in Baghdad and the region in the service of the
Fatimid caliph al-Mustans˝ir. No source is indicated here, nor in the works where
the material was interspersed (Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’, 2: 232–33; Al-Muqaffá, 3: 389–93
[biography of al-Basa≠s|r|]; Al-Khit¸at¸, 1:356). It can hardly be identified, since
most of the preserved sources for the given period do contain some parts of it.60
Ibn al-Jawz|'s Al-Muntaz˝am seems most likely, as it is the one source consulted
that gives two pronouncements by the Abbasid caliph al-Qa≠’im bi-Amr Alla≠h on
that occasion, and is also present in the notebook. Notwithstanding this fact, the
Muntaz˝am can not be considered the original source of the present extract, because
other elements from it do not appear in Ibn al-Jawz|'s work. On the other hand,
we cannot regard it as a preliminary stage of redaction in al-Maqr|z|'s handwriting,
as the text reveals erasures demonstrating that he was summarizing while reading,
as usual.61 A striking feature might convince us to consider Ibn Muyassar (d.
Musawwadah and was not meant to find its way into the final version of the Khit¸at¸.
60Under the years 446–51 Ibn al-Jawz|, Al-Muntaz˝am; Ibn al-Ath|r, Al-Ka≠mil f| al-Ta≠r|kh; al-
Nuwayr|, Niha≠yat al-Arab; Ibn al-‘Ad|m, Bughyat al-T˛alab; idem, Zubdat al-H˛alab; al-Bunda≠r|,
Zubdat al-Nus˝rah; al-Khat¸|b al-Baghda≠d|, Ta≠r|kh Baghda≠d; Ibn al-Qala≠nis|, Dhayl Ta≠r|kh Dimashq;
anonymous, Al-Fakhr|; al-Dhahab|, Ta≠r|kh al-Isla≠m; Ibn Kath|r, Al-Bida≠yah wa-al-Niha≠yah.
61See "Maqriziana II."
677/1278) as a potential candidate. Ibn Muyassar's Ta≠r|kh has reached us only in
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a summary made by al-Maqr|z| himself.62 The abstract opens with 4 lines dealing
with al-Basa≠s|r|'s activity in Iraq under the year 447.63 This text opens with the
exact words found in the notebook ("ibtada’at al-wah˝shah bayna"), except that
the following names have been put in a different order and the date is different.64
The comparison ends here: the excerpt in the notebook is far longer than what is
found in that resumé, and some details differ, such as the origin of al-Basa≠s|r|'s
nisbah. However, let us remember that the Muntaqá min Akhba≠r Mis˝r li-Ibn
Muyassar is nothing more than a memorandum, and that al-Maqr|z| usually went
back to the original text when he had to quote a passage, which explains why
passages absent in an abstract in the notebook may be found in al-Maqr|z|'s
books.65 In the present stage, the source of this extract remains to be identified.
XLI. (fol. 96v)
No title: Quotation of two events which occurred in 501 at Baghdad and in 508 at
Ghaznah.
Incipit of first event (fol. 96v, lines 18–21):
·dFð w2 «Ëb?N²łU2 ”UM« —«d?Ý√ vKŽ rKJ²ð ¡UOL?Ž WO³R œ«b?G³Ð dNþ b?M WzULCL?šË ÈbŠ≈ WMÝ w2
›Æ Æ Æ¤ vKŽ U¼d« qJý√Ë ∫ qOIŽ sÐ« ‰UM ÆrFKð rK2 UNUŠ
62Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muntaqá min Akhba≠r Mis˝r li-Ibn Muyassar, ed. A. F. Sayyid (Cairo, 1981). The
resumé, which only covers the second part of Ibn Muyassar's Ta≠r|kh, is not preserved in al-Maqr|z|'s
hand. An interesting feature is al-Maqr|z|'s indication of the date he finished his resumé ("the
evening of Saturday, six days before the end of the month of Rab|‘ I of the year 814"). The unique
manuscript (Paris, Bibliothèque National Ar. 1688) consists of a copy made from the autograph.
The editor, A. F. Sayyid, in his introduction (p. m|m) was convinced that the copyist discovered
al-Maqr|z|'s cards (bit¸a≠qa≠t) regarding Ibn Muyassar's Ta≠r|kh and that he put them in the order
now found in the Paris manuscript. In comparison with the Liège manuscript, it is clear that the
copyist of the Paris manuscript found only a part of one of al-Maqr|z|'s notebooks, and surely not
cards, as we can see in all resumés studied in "Maqriziana I/1." This is corroborated by the
presence, in the Paris manuscript, of excerpts originating from other sources, which Cl. Cahen
("Ibn Muyassar," The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., 3:894) identified as being al-Musabbih˝|
and Ibn Zu≠la≠q. Furthemore, the manuscript ends with a biography of a person also present in the
Liège manuscript (see below, under LV, no, 5), but with different content. This was probably
added by al-Maqr|z| at the end of the abstract, where he found blank space, a practice confirmed
by the notebook.
63Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muntaqá, 14. Other passages dealing with al-Basa≠s|r| will be found on pp.
20–21.
64In the notebook, this event is said to have occurred in 446. Al-Maqr|z| sometimes made mistakes
in copying dates (see "Maqriziana II," regarding excerpt LXIV/LXV [fol. 145]).
65See an unambiguous example in "Maqriziana V."
Explicit of first event (fol. 96v, lines 29–30):
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ÆdB³« UN'—b¹ ô qORUH²Ð tÐ rKJ²ð U lOLł Ê√ dð«u²UÐ X³ŁË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Incipit of second event (fol. 96v, line 31):
ô U ‰U*« s tÐU?×R_ qBŠ W½e?ž WM¹b WzULC?LšË ÊULŁ WMÝ w2 d?−MÝ ÊUDKC« pK U*Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
›Æ Æ Æ¤ vB×¹
Explicit of second event (fol. 96v, lines 44–46):
ÆWCH«Ë V¼c« s «d¹dÝ dAŽ WF³ÝË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
This quotation was added in the lower margin and written from the spine towards
the right margin. It is composed of two reports without any separation, indicating
that they both come from the same source. Trying to identify both of them in
historical works, I have found the first one, in the same words, in Ibn al-Jawz|'s
Al-Muntaz˝am. This is confirmed by the fact that the name of Ibn ‘Aq|l is quoted
here, as can be seen in the incipit. Ibn ‘Aq|l was one of the many sources used by
Ibn al-Jawz|.66 Accordingly, it could be considered the source of this extract.
Unfortunately, the second event is not reported in this work, but was found in Ibn
al-Ath|r's Al-Ka≠mil, where the first event is lacking. This puzzling situation will
probably be solved in the future with the discovery of an additional source. In any
case, this material was not incorporated into any of the extant works of al-Maqr|z|,
which is not surprising, considering that the first one tells the strange story of a
blind girl who, despite her disability, could see better than anyone else, while the
second deals with the city of Ghaznah and the treasures seized by Sanjar and his
troops. Both must have piqued al-Maqr|z|'s curiosity, which pushed him to scribble
them down in his notebook.
XLII. (fol. 122v)
Title on fol. 122v, line 1: [Quotation from] Al-Mutajaddida≠t/al-Qa≠d˝| al-Fa≠d˝il.
Text (fol. 122v, lines 1–2):
 WMÝ w2  «œb−²*« WKL?ł s q{UH« w{UI« j(Ð X¹√—µ∑∑dAŽ wMŁ« Ÿ—“ …ULŠ q¼√ s öł— Ê√ 
ÆöLŠ 5CLšË WzU UNM qL×2 «b
66However, Joseph de Somogyi does not list him among the authorities of this book ("The 'Kita≠b
al-muntaz˝am' of Ibn al-Jauz|," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society [1932]: 49–76). On Abu≠
al-Wafa≠’ ‘Al| ibn ‘Aq|l al-Baghda≠d| al-Z˛afar| (d. 513/1119), see George Makdisi, Ibn ‘Aq|l et la
résurgence de l'islam traditionaliste au XIe siècle (Ve siècle de l'Hégire) (Damascus, 1963). Ibn
al-Jawz| probably used his Kita≠b al-Funu≠n, of which he is known to have prepared a resumé
entitled Muntakhab al-Funu≠n. See ibid., 510–11.
Commentary:
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Fol. 122, which is now a fly-leaf, contains several notes taken from various
sources, regarding events mostly from the Ayyubid and Fatimid periods. The
equivalent of the actual verso appears in a particularly bad state and hinders easy
reading. Having been removed from the codex, it was paginated as it was found,
but a thorough analysis of various extracts from it has revealed that what is now
considered the recto was originally the verso. This explains why the study of the
notes begins with this side. Chronologically, on the basis of their arrangement on
the page, the various notes were presumably copied in the following order: XLII,
XLIII, XLIV, XLV, XLVII, XLVI, XLVIII, XLIX, L.
This one, which consists of two lines written in red ink, clearly indicates the
source, which has been previously identified (see XXVIII): al-Qa≠d˝| al-Fa≠d˝il,
Al-Mutajaddida≠t, a title that underwent great variations in the notebook and in
al-Maqr|z|'s works.67 The report may be classified as one of the curious phenomena
that amazed al-Maqr|z|, though he did not use it in Al-Sulu≠k (under the year 577),
the more appropriate book for this, or anywhere else.
XLIII. (fol. 122v)
No title: Biography of an Egyptian.
Incipit (fol. 122v, lines 3–4):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ —ËU:« sÐ bL× sÐ wKŽ sÐ bL× sÐ »uIF¹ nÝu¹ uÐ√ s¹b« »UNý
Explicit (fol. 122v, line 5):
 «bK− dAŽ UNMO½«uMË …—«“u« dQÐ oKF²¹ ULO2 ›Æ Æ Æ¤.
Commentary:
A short biography of an individual who composed a book in ten volumes on the
vizierate and its rules. He is mentioned here as having particularly praised a vizier
of the Ayyubid period, S˛af| al-D|n ‘Abd Alla≠h ibn ‘Al| Ibn Shukr (d. 622/1225).
This author has not been identified in the sources so far. Consequently, the origin
of the excerpt found here remains unknown. It was probably meant to be included
in his biography in the missing part of Al-Muqaffá.
XLIV. (fol. 122v)
No title: Extract dealing with al-S˛a≠lih˝ T˛ala≠’i‘ ibn Ruzz|k.
Incipit (fol. 122v, lines 6–7):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ VCG2 ‰U ôË UN¹bNð „bMŽ qOš ô ∫ p¹“— sÐ `UB« fK− w2 »dD vMž
67See "Maqriziana I/1," 37.
Explicit (fol. 122v, line 12):
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ÆjC³MO2 ô U≈ jC³¹ tK«Ë W³Už —«bM_«Ë XPHð sJ ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
Al-Maqr|z| scribbled on this folio several verses exemplified by the circumstances
in which they were pronounced, and among which the present one is an example.
Another feature found on this folio regards the source: in only two cases did he
take pains to indicate it clearly. Here it is impossible to know its origin, since
these verses have not yet been identified in any source consulted, nor in any of
al-Maqr|z|'s writings. However, al-Maqr|z| undoubtedly reused this passage
because a symbol indicating this can be found at the beginning.68 It was probably
intended for Ibn Ruzz|k's biography in Al-Muqaffá, from which only a few entries
have come down to us for the letter t¸a≠’.
XLV. (fol. 122v)
No title: Three quotations regarding Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n and 1) his attitude towards his
emissaries, 2) economic problems, and 3) a secretary named Andu≠nah.
Incipit of first quotation (fol. 122v):
¨…d?O?C«® ›Æ Æ Æ¤ XKM U? wKŽ b?Ž√ t ‰U?M WU?ÝdÐ W?łU?Š w2 ôu?Ý— c?H½√ «–≈ ÊuuÞ sÐ b?L?Š√ ÊU?'
±∞∞–±∞±©
Incipit of second quotation (fol. 122v):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ ¡ö³« »dD{«Ë ÊuuÞ sÐ bLŠ√ s“ w2 dFC« œ«“ ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Incipit of third quotation (fol. 122v):
 ¨…dOC«® ›Æ Æ Æ¤ UGÐ sÐ vÝu VŠUR wMz«b*« bLŠ√ VðU' W½Ëb½√∏∏–∏π©
Commentary:
Once again, the material dealing with Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n stems from al-Balaw|, S|rat
Ah˝mad ibn T˛u≠lu≠n, from which other excerpts have already been identified (see
XXV, XXXIV above, and XLVII below). It is very interesting to notice that all
these notes were included in the notebook. The first and third were traced back to
their source, but the second one is lacking in the text. It is also missing in
al-Maqr|z|'s works, but the other two were identified in two different books.69
XLVI. (fol. 122v)
68See "Maqriziana II."
69The first one was placed in Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n's biography in Al-Muqaffá, 1:443 and 447, while the
second is present in Al-Khit¸at¸, 1:208 (dhikr minyat Andu≠nah).
Title on fol. 122v: [Quotation regarding Tam|m ibn al-Mu‘izz ibn Ba≠d|s taken
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from] Jina≠n al-Jana≠n/Ibn al-Zubayr.
Incipit (fol. 122v):
eF*« sÐ rO9 ÊUDKC« dB?M w2 WKIŽ vKŽ Uu¹ XÐd{ ‰u³D« Ê≈ ÊUM'« ÊUMł »U²?' w2 dOÐe« sÐ« ‰UM
›Æ Æ Æ¤ f¹œUÐ sÐ
Commentary:
The note occupies the space in the lower margin and was clearly added after the
preceding passages. In this particular case, al-Maqr|z| indicated the source as
being Jina≠n al-Jana≠n by Ibn al-Zubayr. He is to be identified as al-Rash|d ibn
al-Zubayr (d. 562/1166) and the full title of his book is Jina≠n al-Jana≠n wa-Riya≠d˝
al-Adhha≠n.70 This is one of the sources al-Maqr|z| relied upon for the Fatimid
period, and essentially for Al-Muqaffá, as it dealt with the poets and writers up
until his own time.71 It was relied upon heavily by later authors like al-‘Ima≠d
al-Is˝faha≠n| in his Khar|dat al-Qas˝r, Ibn Khallika≠n in his Wafaya≠t al-A‘ya≠n, and
Ibn Sa‘|d in his Al-Mughrib f| H˛ulá al-Maghrib (the parts regarding Fust¸a≠t¸ and
al-Qa≠hirah),72 sources which were also used by al-Maqr|z|. However, as his working
method reveals, he was always eager to go back to contemporaneous sources, and
from the quotations in Al-Muqaffá, one understands that he had access to a copy
of Ibn al-Zubayr's book. This note on an event which occurred in al-Mahd|yah
doubtlessly found its way into many of al-Maqr|z|'s books, given that it concerns
the Zirid Tam|m ibn al-Mu‘izz, even though his name appears in Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’.
XLVII. (fol. 122r)
No title: Extract which concerns the secretaries of Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n.
Incipit (fol. 122r, line 1):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ d?C« V?ðUJÐ ·d?F¹ ÁbM?Ž nI¹ h(?A« wH??š VðU?' s jM Êu?uÞ sÐ b?L?Š√ —«œ X?Kš U?
 ’ ¨…dOC«®≤±∞©
Explicit (fol. 122r, lines 3–4):
Æq¦²1 U0 p– w2 ÂbIð …œU¹“ Ë√ dOOGð v≈ ÃU²×¹ ¡wý tO2 ÊU' ÊS2 ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
70Al-Maqr|z| gives the title in the biography he wrote on Ibn al-Zubayr as Al-Jina≠n wa-Riya≠d˝
al-Adhha≠n (Al-Muqaffá, 1:534–35).
71See 8: 573.
72See Sayyid, "Lumières," 24, n. 3.
This passage, which was scribbled down at the same time as XLV, was found in
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al-Balaw|'s book on Ibn T˛u≠lu≠n.73 Al-Maqr|z| integrated it into Ah˝mad ibn T˛u≠lu≠n's
biography in Al-Muqaffá,74 although it differs slightly from al-Balaw|'s wording.
XLVIII. (fol. 122r)
No title: Quotation regarding the fact that the witnesses (‘udu≠l) in the Fatimid
period used to wear their turban with the end tied under their chin in order to
differentiate themselves.
Incipit (fol. 122r, line 7):
sŽ pcÐ «ËeOL²O ‰ËbF« ô≈ p– qFH¹ ôË ÊuJM×?²¹ WOLÞUH« WËbUÐ 5¹dB*« s“ w2 ‰ËbF« ÊU'
›Æ Æ Æ¤ r¼dOž
Explicit (fol. 122r, line 12):
pM× —«“u*UÐ u¼Ë ô nO' ‰bŽ „UO× w2 sC(« b¼Uý
Commentary:
This note was written just below the previous one. Al-Maqr|z| used a symbol in
red ink to attract attention (qif) and differentiate it. The poet whose verses are
quoted here, Ibn Qala≠qis (d. 567/1172),75 played a role in Fatimid diplomacy as a
cultural envoy to Sicily and Yemen.76 The source is not indicated and could not be
identified,77 but could be the same as one considered for the next entry.78 The
material was not found in the works of al-Maqr|z|, who probably devoted a
biography to this poet in the lost part of Al-Muqaffá.
XLIX. (fol. 122r)
No title: Report of an event dealing with the Fatimid caliph al-H˛a≠fiz˝ and the poet
Tilm|dh Ibn Sa≠biq (d. 536/1141–42).
Incipit (fol. 122r, line 13):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ ‰uI« w2 «u¼UM²2 k2U(« »U³Ð ¡«dFA« lL²ł«
73Al-Balaw|, Al-S|rah, 210.
74Al-Muqaffá, 1:452 (biography of Ah˝mad ibn T˛u≠lu≠n).
75On Ibn Qala≠qis, see U. Rizzitano, "Ibn K˛ala≠k˝is," EI2, 3:814.
76See al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muntaqá, 135.
77These verses are not quoted in his biography in al-‘Ima≠d al-Is˝faha≠n|, Khar|dat al-Qas˝r wa-Jar|dat
al-‘As˝r: Qism Shu‘ara≠’ Mis˝r, ed. A. Am|n, Sh. D˛ayf and I. ‘Abba≠s (Cairo, 1951), 1:145–65. His
D|wa≠n (ed. Kh. Mut¸ra≠n, Cairo, 1905) was not available to me.
78I have some doubt that Ibn al-Zubayr (d. 562/1166) would have included verses from one of his
contemporaries who passed away after him.
Explicit (fol. 122r, line 19):
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ÆtOKŽ «u½U' U v≈ œuFUÐ «ËdQ2
Commentary:
The position, just below the preceding note, the script, and the color of the ink
would imply that this report comes from the same source. In this case, fortunately,
the passage has been identified in several sources. In chronological order, they
are: al-‘Ima≠d al-Is˝faha≠n|, Khar|dat al-Qas˝r,79 Ibn Muyassar, Akhba≠r Mis˝r,80 and
Ibn Sa‘|d, Al-Nuju≠m al-Za≠hirah.81 Ibn Muyassar looks like the most plausible
source for al-Maqr|z|, because he provides the introduction to Tilm|dh ibn Sa≠biq's
verses in detail, as given here. However, regarding the wording, there is a slight
difference. On the other hand, in the biography al-Maqr|z| devoted to this poet,82
he quoted a similar passage citing his source as al-Rash|d ibn al-Zubayr's Jina≠n
al-Jana≠n! There, the verses are very briefly introduced and one wonders if the
qa≠la that precedes them really means that al-Maqr|z| is quoting verbatim. An
analysis of the sources mentioned earlier will help to clear up this confusion.
Al-‘Ima≠d al-Is˝faha≠n| and Ibn Sa‘|d both admit that they rely on the Jina≠n al-Jana≠n.83
Even if the latter added that this poet is among those mentioned by al-‘Ima≠d
al-Is˝faha≠n|, there is no doubt that he quoted the verses directly from Ibn al-Zubayr's
work, as he supplied information not found in the Khar|dah in the introduction to
the poem. Turning to Ibn Muyassar, one must presume that he also relied on the
same source. In this case, he did not summarize, but surely changed the words.84
Strikingly, the passage found in al-Maqr|z|'s Muntaqá min Akhba≠r Mis˝r was
copied, almost verbatim, in his Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’,85 although he quoted the present
excerpt in Al-Muqaffá. It proves that he could not manage his many notes and
cards as he would have liked to. Another decisive argument for considering Ibn
al-Zubayr can be found in note XLVI (see above), on the same folio (122v),
where his name and the title of his book are explicitly given. Its position in the
79Al-‘Ima≠d al-Is˝faha≠n|, Khar|dat al-Qas˝r,  2:64.
80Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muntaqá, 134.
81Ibn Sa‘|d, Al-Nuju≠m al-Za≠hirah f| H˛ulá H˛ad˝rat al-Qa≠hirah, ed. H˛. Nas˝s˝a≠r (Cairo, 1970), 328–29.
82Al-Muqaffá, 1:668.
83Al-‘Ima≠d al-Is˝faha≠n|, Khar|dat al-Qas˝r, 64 (dhakara Ibn al-Zubayr f| al-Jina≠n); Ibn Sa‘|d,
Al-Nuju≠m al-Za≠hirah, 329 (anshada lahu s˝a≠h˝ib al-Jina≠n qawlahu).
84Unless this is due to al-Maqr|z|, given that we only have his resumé of Ibn Muyassar's Akhba≠r
Mis˝r. There is no reason to believe that he did not proceed in this case as with the other excerpts.
A. F. Sayyid already noticed that passages attributed to Ibn Muyassar in the Khit¸at ¸are not found
in the Muntaqá  made by al-Maqr|z|. See Sayyid, "Lumières," 36.
85Ed. M. H˛ilm| M. Ah˝mad (Cairo, 1393/1973), 3:176.
lower margin, just after extract XLV, which was followed on the recto by XLVII
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(same source) and XLVIII (which may also come from Ibn al-Zubayr), shows that
he continued to take notes from Ibn al-Zubayr's book, where he could find enough
blank space. Based on this and what has been said, Ibn al-Zubayr's Jina≠n al-Jana≠n
must be considered the most likely source for this passage (see also the next entry,
no. 1). From a chronological point of view, this means that he had access to this
source after Al-S|rah al-T˛u≠lu≠n|yah of al-Balaw|.
L. (fol. 122r)
No title: Three biographies not linked to one another.
±ÍdF*« wšuM²« s¹u³« sÐ rÝUI« uÐ√ sC(« sÐ dHFł sÐ wKŽ ©
≤d¼«u?'« wÐ√ sÐUÐ ·Ëd?F*« `²?H« uÐ√ s¹b« `²?2 qO?IŽ s?Ð bL?Š√ sÐ tK« W?³¼ sÐ ÊU?L?¦Ž sÐ b?L?Š√ ©
  ® wCOI«∂µ∑©
≥ÊUHŽ sÐ ÊUL¦Ž vu ¡U¹d'“ uÐ√ tK« b³Ž sÐ vO×¹ w×ł ©
Commentary:
The three biographies occupy two different spaces on the page: the first is on the
right side which was left blank after al-Maqr|z| copied the preceding entry, while
the other two were placed in the left margin, beginning from the edge of the page.
It is clear that no. 1 was written before the other two. Moreover, these appear to
have been written at a later date (the first ism is written very carefully for both of
them, while this is not the case for no. 1). Consequently, the first one possibly
comes from a source which differs from the other two. No. 1 could stem from Ibn
al-Zubayr's Jina≠n al-Jana≠n for these reasons and those mentioned for the previous
entry. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the subject of the biography
lived during the vizierate of al-Afd˝al (d. 515/1121), the presence of poetic verse,
and a passage found in the biography: "min al-t¸a≠ri’|n ‘alá Mis˝r" (among those
who came unexpectedly to Egypt), which echoes the definition given for the
Jina≠n al-Jana≠n. The information is untraceable not only in Al-Muqaffá and Itti‘a≠z˝
86In the indexes to Ibn al-‘Ad|m, Bughyat al-T˛alab f| Ta≠r|kh H˛alab, ed. S. Zakka≠r (Damascus,
1408/1988), 11:5209, an ‘Al| ibn Ja‘far ibn Buwayn al-Ma‘arr| is mentioned as appearing on pp.
1831–35. This is a mistake due to a shift in the page numbers. He appears in fact in 10:4545.
There the author reports facts concerning Abu≠ al-‘Ala≠’ ibn Buwayn al-Ma‘arr|, said to be a
relative of Abu≠ al-H˛asan ‘Al| ibn Ja‘far ibn Buwayn al-Ma‘arr|, the famous poet. Ibn al-‘Ad|m
managed to obtain two verses of this Abu≠ al-‘Ala≠’ through Abu≠ Ja‘far Muh˝ammad ibn Ab|
al-Baya≠n Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Al| al-Tanu≠kh| al-Ma‘arr|. He also transmits two verses through al-Silaf|.
In the chain of transmitters, we find once again this Abu≠ Ja‘far (with another name appended, "Ibn
al-Jawa≠r|") who says that he heard these two verses when they were recited to his father in Egypt
by his relative who, afterwards, requested a diploma (ija≠zah) for them. From this it appears that his
al-H˛unafa≠’, but also in other sources for the same period.86 No. 2, as well as no. 3,
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obviously come from another source, due to the dates and their style. The first
appears in several sources of the Mamluk period, but the text in the notebook does
not match them exactly, giving additional or different information. An interesting
feature appears in the addition by al-Maqr|z|, just at the end of it: "yudhkar f|
Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r." He must have completed this since the mark symbolizing the
accomplishment of this task is also found over the first ism of this person.87 In
fact, in the section dealing with the H˛amma≠m Ibn Ab| al-H˛awa≠fir, a short
identification of the builder is provided, where the date is more complete,
corresponding to what is found in al-Nuwayr|.88 The day of his death has been
corrected, for example, but the wording is al-Nuwayr|'s. He also added some of
the data from the notebook. The third biography was also reused with the same
mark, but was not located. Perhaps it is in the missing part of Al-Muqaffá.
LI. (fols. 198v–199r)
Title on fol. 198v: [Quotation regarding an obituary taken from] Kita≠b al-‘Ibar f|
Akhba≠r Man Mad˝á wa-Ghabar/Shams al-D|n Muh˝ammad Ibn al-Naqqa≠sh.
Incipit (fol. 198v):
w½UŁ ¡U¦K¦« Âu¹ d³žË vC s —U?³š√ w2 d³F« »U²' w2 ‘UIM« sÐ bL×? s¹b« fLý WöF« ‰UM
 WMÝ …b?FI« Í–∑∂±‰U?L?ł u×M«Ë W?OÐd?F« w2 ÂU?ù« lKC?²*« mOK³« q{U?H« W?ö?F« aO?A« w2uð 
›Æ Æ Æ¤ ÍdB*« ÂUA¼ sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ tK« b³Ž s¹b«
Explicit (fol. 199r):
›Æ Æ Æ¤ WMÝ bË ‰UI2 tO≈ t½UCŠ≈Ë wK³M(« w{UIK ∑∞∏Æ
Commentary:
The biography begins in the lower margin of the page and then runs onto the other
folio, along the spine. It is found in the quire containing the resumé of al-S˛afad|'s
Al-Wa≠f| bi-al-Wafa≠ya≠t. The source is clearly indicated as being Ibn al-Naqqa≠sh's
Kita≠b al-‘Ibar f| Akhba≠r Man Mad˝á wa-Ghabar. (See entry XXXIX, where
quotations from the same source appear, some also dealing with obituaries of the
year 761). The subject of the biography is the famous grammarian Ibn Hisha≠m (d.
761/1360), author of Mughn| al-Lab|b ‘an Kutub al-A‘a≠r|b. Al-Maqr|z| undoubtedly
devoted some space to him in his Al-Muqaffá, but it is missing in the extant
father was probably the same person whose biography is given in the notebook, even though the
kunyah is different (Abu≠ al-Baya≠n). However, individuals could have more than one kunyah.
87See above, XLIV.
88Al-Nuwayr|, Niha≠yat al-Arab (ed. M. D˛iya≠’ al-D|n al-Rayyis, Cairo, 1992), 29:470.
manuscripts. One can see evidence of this in Ibn Taghr|bird|'s biography of this
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scholar.89 At the end, he added a statement different from that of his master about
the date of his death: "wa qa≠la al-Maqr|z|: f| yawm al-thulatha≠’ tha≠n| dh| al-qa‘dah
min al-sanah." It agrees exactly with the date mentioned in the notebook. This
could mean that Ibn Taghr|bird| had access to this manuscript, as Ibn H˛ajar did,90
although it is also conceivable that he referred in fact to Al-Muqaffá.
LII. (fol. 204v)
No title: Quotation of an event regarding the sultan Berk-yaruq and Mah˝mu≠d ibn
Sebüktigin.
Incipit (fol. 204v, lines 12–16):
XKšb?2 ∫ ‰U?M Æ5J²J³?Ý sÐ œu?L?×? v≈ U?OJSÐ VIK*« Íd?³D?« sC?(« UÐ√ ‚Ë—UO?MdÐ ÊU?DKC« YFÐ
 Z ¨rE²M*«® ›Æ Æ Æ¤ WLOEŽ W—UÞ w2 fUł u¼Ë tOKŽ±∑ ’ ¨¥π©
Explicit (fol. 204v, lines 27–28):
ÆvJ³2 «c¼ s sCŠ√ WM'« w2 –UF sÐ bFÝ q¹œUM* ÂöC« tOKŽ w³M« sŽ d³)« t X¹Ë— ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
With fol. 204v, the resumé al-Maqr|z| decided to make from al-S˛afad|'s Al-Wa≠f|
bi-al-Wafa≠ya≠t ends abruptly with an Ah˝mad. Some space remained (about one
quarter) that was later filled in with the present note, which belongs to a series of
moralistic reports: after having been shown the treasuries of the Sultan of Ghaznah,
the visitor concludes his visit with a hadith reminding him of the vanity of terrestrial
wealth. Dealing exclusively with events that occurred in the eastern part of the
Islamic empire, it must have been selected from a book written by a well-informed
scholar from that region. Indeed, the note was identified as corresponding, almost
word for word, to Ibn al-Jawz|'s Al-Muntaz˝am f| Ta≠r|kh al-Mulu≠k wa-al-Umam.91
There is a substantial difference: in the note, al-Maqr|z| connected the event to
Mah˝mu≠d ibn Sebüktigin, while Ibn al-Jawz| connected it to Ibra≠h|m ibn Mas‘u≠d
ibn Mah˝mu≠d ibn Sebüktigin, which is of course correct.92 Notwithstanding, Al-
Muntaz˝am must be considered the source, which is confirmed by another entry
(LV) that contains data identified in the same text. Thanks to the position of this
89Ibn Taghr|bird|, Al-Manhal al-S˛a≠f| wa-al-Mustawfá ba‘da al-Wa≠f|, ed. M. M. Am|n (Cairo,
1993), 7:132.
90See "Maqriziana I/1," 25.
91Ed. M. ‘Abd al-Qa≠dir ‘At¸a≠ and M. ‘Abd al-Qa≠dir ‘At¸a≠ (Beirut, 1412/1992), 17:49.
92Ibn Kath|r also made a mistake by giving his name as Ibra≠h|m ibn Mah˝mu≠d ibn Mas‘u≠d ibn
Mah˝mu≠d ibn Sebüktigin. See Ibn Kath|r, Al-Bida≠yah wa-al-Niha≠yah (Cairo, n.d.), 12:157 (under
year 492).
excerpt and the other connected with it (LV), we can postulate that al-Maqr|z|
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first had access to the source where he wrote entry LIII, placed in between, and
only then to Al-Muntaz˝am. Once again, the notebook provides precious information
on the chronological order in which this historian consulted his sources, and
consequently will help to reconstruct the chronological order in which he composed
his books. Unfortunately, in this particular case, the material of this note was
apparently not reused by al-Maqr|z|.
LIII. (fols. 204r–123r)
No title: A fas˝l whose subject is the sky.
Incipit (fol. 204r, lines 1–2):
¡ULC« nRË w2 e²F*« sÐ tK« b³Ž ‰UM ∫ qB2
 Z ¨»—_« W¹UN½® ›Æ Æ Æ¤ ÕU³B« bMŽ UNu$ ‰öš XK& U* U½ƒULÝ ÊU'± ’ ¨≥≥≠≥π©
Explicit (fol. 123r, line 13):
ÆdO×²« t³ý œ«bð—ô« «cN2 ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
The recto of the folio was later covered with passages dealing exclusively with
the sky and the planets. Defined by al-Maqr|z| himself as a section (fas˝l—this
word written in red ink), it can be divided into several parts: 1) some verses of
poets like Ibn al-Mu‘tazz, Z˛a≠fir al-H˛adda≠d, Abu≠ al-‘Ala≠’ al-Ma‘arr|, and al-Buh˝tur|,
2) a commentary on the Quran 81:15–16, and 3) an explanation of the meaning of
the names of the planets. The latter two found their way in the same order and
with almost the same wording into Al-Khit¸at¸ (1:5–6), where the source is not
given.93 The whole could be identified as coming from al-Nuwayr|'s Niha≠yat
al-Arab f| Funu≠n al-Adab.94 The distance between no. 1 and 2–3 explains why
they were organized in a different manner on the folio: the first lies in the first two
thirds of it, while the second and the third begin beneath it, running horizontally
from the margin towards the spine, and then in the same direction on fol. 123r.
Despite the fact that al-Maqr|z| reused nos. 2 and 3 in his grand œuvre, he
neglected the first one containing only poetry.95
LIV. (fol. 123r)
No title: A fas˝l dealing with the shifting of the year of reference for the khara≠j.
93It was not identified by A. F. Sayyid in his edition (1:11–13).
94(Cairo, 1342/1923), 1:33–35 (passage no. 1), 38 and 39 (passages 2–3).
95Neither al-Nuwayr|'s name nor the title of his book appear in Al-Khit¸at¸.
Incipit (fol. 123r, lines 14–17):
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›Æ Æ Æ¤ ÊUDKC« dQÐ ô≈ ÊuJ¹ ô dB —U¹bÐ WOł«d)« WMC« q¹u% qB2
Explicit (fol. 123r, lines 32–33):
ÆrKŽ√ tK«Ë WOöN« v≈ WOł«d)« WMC« Êuu×¹ ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
In Al-Khit¸at¸ (1:273), al-Maqr|z| dedicated a section to this particular subject
which he entitled "dhikr tah˝w|l al-sanah al-khara≠j|yah al-qibt¸|yah ilá al-sanah
al-hila≠l|yah al-‘arab|yah wa-kayfa ‘umila dha≠lik f| al-isla≠m." It would have been
strange if he did not insert the data found here, which is also the subject of a
section (called here fas˝l, written in red ink). And indeed, the first half of it was
introduced at the beginning. Curiously, the end of this small excerpt, which gives
an explanation for the use of the word "tah˝w|l," was not deemed by al-Maqr|z|
important enough to be included there or anywhere else. The source from which
he selected the data is not indicated and could not be identified. Its position, at the
end of the preceding entry, which has been identified as originating in al-Nuwayr|'s
Niha≠yat al-Arab, might suggest that it is of the same origin, but this is not the
case.96
LV. (fol. 123v)
No title: Five biographies of individuals who died in Baghdad in the fifth century.
List of the biographies:
±  ® dŽUA« w{UO?³« ‚«“d« b³Ž sÐ sC(« sÐ sC;« sÐ œuFC? dHFł uÐ√ ©¥∂∏Z ¨rE²M*«® ©
±∂ ’ ¨±∑µ≠±∑∂ rM— ¨≥¥µπ©
≤  ® dŽUA« q³A« sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ sC(« sÐ bL× ©¥∑≥ Z ¨rE²M*«® ©±∂¨
 ’≤±≥≠≤±¥ rM— ¨≥µ±±©
≥  ® wM¹ËeI« n?Ýu¹ uÐ√ —«bMÐ sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ bL?× sÐ ÂöC« b?³Ž ©¥∏∏ Z ¨rE²M*«® ©±∑’ ¨
≤±≠≤≤ rM— ¨≥∂µ±©
¥  ® VO³D« Weł sÐ vCOŽ sÐ vO×¹ ©¥π≥ Z ¨rE²M*«® ©±∑ ’ ¨∂± rM— ¨≥∑∞∂©
µ  ® VðUJ« U¹ö?Ru sÐ V¼Ë sÐ sC?(« sÐ ¡öF« b?FÝ uÐ√ ©¥π∑ Z ¨rE²M*«® ©±∑ ’ ¨∏π¨
 rM—≥∑¥∑©
Commentary:
These biographies completely cover the folio. A mark in red ink, already examined
96This observation is also valid for the other encyclopedias like al-Qalqashand|, S˛ubh˝ al-A‘shá
(13:54 ff.), or books dealing with the khara≠j like al-Makhzu≠m|, Al-Minha≠j.
in other circumstances (qif), has been placed over the first part of their names in
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order to separate them distinctly. A close examination of the dates of death reveals
that they were taken from a book in the chronicle or t¸abaqa≠t genre. Moreover,
their Baghdad origin means that the book focused mainly on that region. Proper
identification is facilitated by al-Maqr|z|'s habit of relying on original or the most
contemporary biographical data available. In this case, the five biographies were
located in Ibn al-Jawz|'s Al-Muntaz˝am, already identified as the source of no. LII.
It is interesting to note that no. LII pertained to the year 492, which means that
al-Maqr|z| came across it after biography no. 3 here. He decided to scribble it
down elsewhere in the notebook, presumably because it was not related to his
purpose of taking notes on biographies. No common link could be established
between all the biographies, except their origin which normally should have excluded
them from al-Maqr|z|'s interest. In fact, none of them was found mentioned in his
works, and surely not in Al-Muqaffá, although one of the subjects (no. 3) lived for
40 years in Egypt, which should have ensured a place for him in the dictionary.97
The last one, a secretary under three Abbasid caliphs for no less than 65 years,
might have caught his attention for his book on secretaries.98 This is confirmed by
the presence of another biography of this same individual found at the end of the
resumé al-Maqr|z| wrote of Ibn Muyassar's Akhba≠r Mis˝r.99 The copyist, who
relied on al-Maqr|z|'s autograph, probably found it at the end of the resumé or on
a slip of paper and decided to place it at the end of the abstract, just after
al-Maqr|z|'s colophon. The text is different from what we read in the notebook,
indicating that this biography comes from another source, but it is intriguing that
al-Maqr|z| was interested in this individual for the purpose mentioned earlier.
What appears as a double entry is nothing else than two excerpts regarding one
person, taken from two different sources.
LVI. (fols. 125v–130v)
No title: Biographies of men, mostly Egyptians, who died mainly in the seventh
and eighth centuries.
List of the biographies:
±  ® Â—UJ*« uÐ√ WËb« 5Ž sÐ ›÷UOÐ¤ bL× ©∂≥π ©(fol. 125v) ’ ¨»dG*«® ≤µ∂≠≤µ∑©
≤ ©∂ ÊdM  ® wÞdI« bFÝ sÐ bL× ©(fol. 125v) ’ ¨»dG*«® ≤∂∑≠≤∂∏©
≥tK« b?³Ž uÐ√ wMC?(« n¹dA« wC¹—œù« ÊU?LKÝ sÐ d?LŽ sÐ rO?Šd« b³?Ž sÐ e¹eF« b?³Ž sÐ b?L×? ©
97He may have been included in the now-missing part of Al-Muqaffá.
98See above, XXXVII.
99Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muntaqá, 158 and plate 6.
  ® ÍdB*« ÍËUH« dHFł uÐ√Ë∂¥¥ ©(fol. 126r)
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¥sÐ d?HF?ł sÐ wKŽ sÐ b?L?Š√ sÐ r$ sÐ ·Ëd?š sÐ Ê«uKŽ sÐ .dJ« b?³Ž sÐ b?O?:« b³?Ž sÐ b?L×? ©
ÂËe(? sÐ dLŽ sÐ tK« b?³Ž sÐ …dO?G*« sÐ ÂUA¼ sÐ À—U(« sÐ t?K« b³Ž sÐ ÊU?LOKÝ sÐ dL?Ž sÐ vO×¹
  ® ¡U³D)« sÐ s¹b« ·dý wËe<« wýdI« tK« b³Ž uÐ√∂∏∂ ©(fol. 126r)
µ  ® ¡U?³D)« sÐ tK« b?³?Ž uÐ√ ·Ëd?š sÐ Ê«uKŽ sÐ .dJ« b?³?Ž sÐ sC?;« b?³Ž s?Ð bL?×? ©∂∏π©
(fol. 126r)
∂ ® Íd?B*« wML?O« Í—U?B½_« tK« b?³Ž u?Ð√ bL?Š√ sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ b?L?×? sÐ rFM*« b?³?Ž sÐ bL?×? ©
∂∏µ ©(fol. 126r)
∑ ® wK³M(« w½«d?(« s¹b« fL?ý tK« b³?Ž uÐ√ »U¼u« b?³Ž sÐ —u?BM sÐ »U¼u« b?³Ž sÐ b?L×? ©
∂∑¥ ©(fol. 126v)
∏ ® ÍœdJ« s¹b« ŸU?−ý d?O_« sÐ s¹b« nO?Ý dO?_« tK« b³?Ž uÐ√ ÊUJKŽ sÐ ÊU?L¦?Ž sÐ bL?× ©
∂≥∑ ©(fol. 126v)
π¡«d³J« r−MUÐ ·ËdF*« wMu)« w2uB« s¹b« r$ »UM'« uÐ√ tK« b³?Ž sÐ bL× sÐ dLŽ sÐ bLŠ√ ©
  ® w“—«u)«∂±∏ ©(fol. 126v)
±∞  ® ÍbN*« sÐ rzU?I« sÐ tK« dBMÐ —u?BM*« d¼UD« uÐ√ tK« bO?³Ž sÐ bL?× sÐ qOŽU?LÝ≈ ©≥¥±©
(fol. 3r)
±±w³K(« Í—U?B½_« s¹b« eŽ tK« b?³Ž uÐ√ œ«b?ý sÐ WH?OKš sÐ œ«bý sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ sÐ w?KŽ sÐ bL?× ©
  ®∂∏¥ ©(fol. 3r)
±≤  ® VðUJ« dJÐ uÐ√ qðUI sÐ wKŽ sÐ bL× ©≥µ∞ ©(fol. 3r)
±≥VðUJ« ÍdB*« w?½«d(« tK« b³?Ž uÐ√ e¹eF« b³?Ž sÐ qOŽU?LÝ≈ sÐ bL?Š√ sÐ tK« bO?³Ž sÐ bL?× ©
  ® —U²<UÐ VIK*« w×³C*UÐ ·ËdF*«¥≤∞ ©(fol. 127r)
±¥sÐUÐ ·ËdF*« w?IAb« Í—U?B½_« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ »U?¼u« b³Ž sÐ sC?(« wÐ√ sÐ ÊUL?¦Ž sÐ bL?× ©
  ® Íd¹d(«∑≤∏ ©(fol. 127r)
±µ  ® ”u??FKC« sÐ s¹b?« fL?ý d?¼e« wÐ√ sÐ ¡U??łd« wÐ√ sÐ ÊU??L?¦??Ž sÐ b??L?×?? ©∂π≥ ©(fol.
127r)
±∂wF2U?A« wÞUOb« œUL?FUÐ  uFM*« dJÐ uÐ√ wKŽ sÐ vON?Ô Â—UJ sÐ wdŠ sÐ wKŽ sÐ bL?× ©
  ®∑¥π ©(fol. 127v)
±∑wzUD« s¹b« w?O×? wÐd?F« sÐ t?K« b?³Ž uÐ√ t?K« b?³Ž s?Ð bL?Š√ sÐ b?L?×? sÐ wKŽ sÐ b?L?×? ©
  ® w2uB« wCb½_« wÐdG*« w9U(«∂≥∏ ©(fol. 127v)
±∏ ® wF?2UA« w½ö?IC?F« tK« b?³Ž uÐ√ œË«œ sÐ d?RU½ sÐ tK« wł«— sÐ ÂU?L¼ sÐ wKŽ sÐ b?L×? ©
∑±≥ ©(fol. 127v)
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±πwCb½_« wýd?I?« Íd?N?H« dJÐ uÐ√ »u¹√ sÐ ÊU?L?O?KÝ sÐ nKš sÐ b?L?×? sÐ b?O?u« sÐ b?L?×? ©
  ® WMb½— wÐ√ sÐUÐ ·ËdF*« wJU*« wýuÞdD«µ≤∞ ©(fol. 128r)
≤∞`O?B??H« w2d?O?B« Íd?B?*« ÍbMJ« Ê«d?L?Ž w?Ð√ sÐ dJÐ uÐ√ e¹e?F« b??³?Ž sÐ vÝu? sÐ b??L?×? ©
  ® t¹u³OCÐ VIK¹ w³'« sÐUÐ ·ËdF*«≥µ∏ ©(fol. 128v)
≤± ® wF?2U??A« w$u?)« s¹b?« qC?2√ tK« b??³?Ž uÐ√ 5K$“ sÐ p?K*« b?³?Ž sÐ —ËU??U½ sÐ b?L??×? ©
∂¥∂ ©(fol. 128v)
≤≤  ® Ídłu'« s¹b« ¡öŽ »U¼u« b³Ž sÐ tK« dB½ sÐ bL× ©∑≥∂ ©(fol. 128v)
≤≥‰U?L?' sÐ hK<« w?{U?I« sÐ s¹b« fO?H½  U?'d??³« uÐ√ dJý sÐ b?L?Š√ sÐ tK?« W?³¼ sÐ b?L?×? ©
  ®  «œUFC« wÐ√ s¹b«∂∏∞ ©(fol. 128v)
≤¥ ® wÐu?OKI« Í—UB?½_« tK« b³?Ž uÐ√ ÊuuÞ sÐ ÊUDKÝ sÐ -U?Š sÐ d?C)« sÐ vO?×¹ sÐ b?L×? ©
∑∞µ ©(fol. 128v)
≤µÍ—Ë“dN?A« s¹b« wO× d?HE*« sÐ rÝUI« sÐ tK« b?³Ž sÐ vO×¹ sÐ qC?H« sÐ vO×¹ sÐ bL?× ©
  ® wKRu*«∂∑≥ ©(fol. 128v)
≤∂sÐ qO?ŽUL?Ý≈ sÐ U³ÞU?³Þ rO¼«dÐ≈ sÐ wÝd« rÝU?I« sÐ qO?ŽUL?Ý≈ sÐ bL?×? sÐ bL?Š√ sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ ©
  ® wÝd« rÝU??I« wÐ√ sÐ qO?ŽU??L?Ý≈ uÐ√ VUÞ wÐ√ sÐ wK?Ž sÐ sC?(« sÐ sC??(« sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈≥∂π©
(fol. 129r)
≤∑  ® wL?ýU?N« wÝU?³F« ÊU?L?OKÝ sÐ b?L?×? dJÐ wÐ√ sÐ b?OF?Ý sÐ qO?ŽU?L?Ý≈ sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ ©µ∏π©
(fol. 129r)
≤∏sÐ dH?Fł sÐ vÝu sÐ q?OŽUL?Ý≈ sÐ vÝu sÐ dH?Fł sÐ 5C(« sÐ b?L× sÐ s?C(« sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ ©
  ® Íu?Ýu*« wL?¦KJ« wMO?C(« qC?H« uÐ√ VUÞ w?Ð√ sÐ wKŽ sÐ 5C?(« sÐ wKŽ sÐ b?L×?µ≤π©
(fol. 129r)
≤π  ® ÍdB*« ‰U³(« ‚U×Ý≈ uÐ√ tK« b³Ž sÐ bOFÝ sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ ©¥∏≤ ©(fol. 129r)
≥∞ ©ø  ® w³OKI« ‚U×Ý≈ uÐ√ ÊUDKÝ sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ ©(fol. 129r)
≥± bFÐ  ® wDÝ«u« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ bL× sÐ bLŠ√ qOMË bLŠ√ sÐ bL× ©≤∑± ©(fol. 129v)
≥≤ ÊdM  ® wz«dłd'« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ bLŠ√ sÐ bL× ©µ ©(fol. 129v)
≥≥wšuM²« wM?L?O« tK« b?³?Ž uÐ√ sL?Šd« b?³?Ž sÐ vÝu? sÐ hH?Š sÐ d?L?Ž sÐ 5C?(« sÐ b?L?×? ©
  ® ÍdB*«¥∞∞ ©(fol. 129v)
≥¥wMO?C(« tK« b?³Ž uÐ√ ‰u?Š_« dHþ sÐ sC?(« sÐ b¹“ sÐ 5C(« sÐ b?L×? sÐ 5C?(« sÐ bL?× ©
  ® Íu—_«∂µ∞ ©(fol. 129v)
≥µ  ® włUNMB« w½UOŠ sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ sC% sÐ œULŠ sÐ bOFÝ sÐ bL× ©∂πµ ©(fol. 130r)
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≥∂ b?FÐ  ® wA?³?(« b?O?ŠË ©≥π∞ ©(fol. 130r)  Z ¨oA?œ WM¹b? a¹—Uð®∂≤ ’ ¨¥≤≤≠¥≤≥¨
 rM—∑π∂µ©
≥∑  ® ’U?F« sÐ ËdL?Ž vu ÊU?L¦?Ž uÐ√ qOMË b?O³?Ž uÐ√ Ê«œ—Ë ©µ≥ ©(fol. 130r) WM¹b a¹—Uð®
 Z ¨oAœ∂≤ ’ ¨¥≤∏≠¥≥¥ rM— ¨∑π∂∏©
≥∏ ©ø  ® b³Ž sÐUÐ ·ËdF*« tK« b³Ž sÐ bL× ©(fol. 130v)
≥πb?³Ž sÐ d?ž«œ sÐ dO?GR sÐ d?B½ sÐ b?L×? sÐ bUš sÐ b?LŠ√ sÐ b?L?× sÐ tK« b?³Ž sÐ b?L×? ©
  ® wËe<« wK(« w½«dCOI« sÐ« `²H« uÐ√ s¹b« ·dý sLŠd«∑∞∑ ©(fol. 130v)
¥∞b³Ž uÐ√Ë dJÐ uÐ√ d?HFł sÐ sCŠ sÐ l2«— sÐ —Ëd?Ý sÐ wKŽ sÐ bŠ«u« b³Ž sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ sÐ b?L× ©
  ® wK³M(« w(UB« wKOŽUL'« wÝbI*« tK«∂∑∂ ©(fol. 130v)
¥±  ® w³K(« ”U×M« sÐ s¹b« ¡U?NÐ tK« b³Ž uÐ√ dB½ wÐ√ s?Ð bL× sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ sÐ b?L× ©∂π∏©
(fol. 130v)
¥≤  ® Á—Uł sÐUÐ ·dŽ Íœ“_« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ wKŽ sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ bL× ©∂¥± ©(fol. 130v)
Commentary:
The fourteenth quire of the notebook opens with two sections (fas˝l) on juridical
matters.100 Only two folios were used for this purpose, which means that the
remaining parts of the quire, to which was probably added what is now fol. 3,
were available for further notes. The space was used for 42 biographies and other
unrelated notations, scribbled in all directions. An examination of this list reveals
that it can be divided into several groups alphabetically. These biographies follow
the traditional system of ordering in biographical dictionaries, which begins with
individuals named Muh˝ammad, and then proceeds to those whose first name
began with hamzah, etc. Al-Maqr|z| took great pains to write the first ism, in all
cases, in red ink, to better catch his attention. Nonetheless, there are gaps in the
sequence of the biographies. For instance, nos. 9–12 do not fit in the sequence of
the first group represented by nos. 3 to 30, as well as nos. 36–37 in the second
group (nos. 31 to 39). For nos. 10–12, an explanation can be found in the fact that
they all figure on fol. 3, now a fly-leaf, which was not there initially. No. 9,
instead, is written on fol. 126v, in a script different from the other two found on
the same folio, showing that it was jotted down at a different time. Finally, from
this long list, six groups may be identified: the first one is represented by nos.
1–2, the second by nos. 3–8 and 13–30, the third by nos. 9–12, the fourth by nos.
31–35 and 38–39, the fifth by nos. 36–37, and the sixth by nos. 40–42. My
100See "Maqriziana I/1," resumé VI, 46–48.
hypothesis is that each group comes from a different source. It is partly confirmed
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by groups 1 and 5. Group 1 is found only on fol. 125v, together with two other
notes with a historical content (see below LVII, LVIII). As is shown under LVII,
the source indicated there, Kita≠b al-Kama≠’im, is quoted indirectly by al-Maqr|z|
from Ibn Sa‘|d's Al-Mughrib f| H˛ulá al-Maghrib, where the passage could be
precisely located. A quick search in the same book demonstrates that both
biographies share the same origin with note LVII.101 The text is clearly the same,
even though al-Maqr|z| simplifies Ibn Sa‘|d's ornate style. It is not surprising that
other notes from Ibn Sa‘|d's books appear in the same quire (those indicated
above and also LX102 and LXI). For group 5, both biographies were taken from
Ibn ‘Asa≠kir's Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat Dimashq, which is stated as the source of LXIII
and LXVII.103
As for groups 2–3–4–6, the subject (or subjects) conform to the classic
organization of the biographical dictionaries: first Muh˝ammads, followed by other
isms in alphabetical order. Considering the dates of death (the earliest 358, the
latest 749), research to find their origin should focus on a biographical dictionary
with a large temporal scope,104 such as al-S˛afad|'s Al-Wa≠f| bi-al-Wafa≠ya≠t. As
already noticed, the notebook contains a summary of some parts of this book (see
V), corresponding exactly to the letters represented in this group.105 In fact some
of them can be found in this work, but it would be illogical to consider that
al-Maqr|z| prepared an epitome, and that he later reconsidered, choosing other
biographies from Al-Wa≠f| and writing them elsewhere in the notebook. Besides
the fact that not all the biographies in it were identified, this claim is also supported
by the material evidence. Biography no. 21 already appears in the resumé of
al-Wa≠f|,106 and both differ from each other, in terms of the information they provide.
A collation with several books of the genre considered yielded no result, nor did a
study of the internal evidence in the notebook or in al-Maqr|z|'s works where the
101Ibn Sa‘|d's Al-Ightiba≠t¸ f| H˛ulá Mad|nat al-Fust¸a≠t ¸(min Kita≠b al-Mughrib f| H˛ulá al-Maghrib),
ed. Zak| Muh˝ammad H˛asan, Shawq| D˛ayf, and Sayyidah Ka≠shif (Cairo, 1953), 256–57 (no. 1),
267–68 (no. 2).
102This was placed on fol. 3, which explains why this fly-leaf was replaced in that quire.
103Al-Maqr|z| cites Warda≠n in Al-Khit¸at,¸ 2:190, which explains the presence of his biography in
the notebook.
104The geographical link between all these biographies (all these individuals were born, lived, or
passed away in Egypt) would be too restrictive. What appears as a common link in the notebook
could be nothing more than the result of al-Maqr|z|'s selection in a biographical dictionary with a
broader geographical scope.
105Muh˝ammads, then names beginning with hamzah up to Aydamur.
106See "Maqriziana I/1," 42 (no. 26).
107Most of them will be found in Al-Muqaffá, but some parts also appear in Al-Sulu≠k and Al-Khit¸at¸.
data was introduced.107 For instance, one can read a statement of al-Yaghmu≠r| (d.
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673/1274, see below LIX) regarding the reliability of the subject of biography no.
27 on hadith matters. This statement was not found in any of the sources where a
biography of this scholar was identified,108 and more curiously not even in Al-Muqaffá
where al-Maqr|z| kept silent on it.109 No. 3 (al-Idr|s|) constitutes another interesting
example of this kind of cross-reference work. He is the author of a book on the
Pyramids,110 quoted in his biography in the notebook. He has not been the subject
of many reports in the works that have been preserved.111 In his notice in Al-Muqaffá,
al-Maqr|z| quotes Ibn Musd|112 (d. 663/1265), who composed a Mu‘jam in three
volumes, again demonstrating his ability to find contemporary sources. None of
the sources preceding al-Maqr|z| match the biography in the notebook. For instance,
the date of his death appears in the notebook and in Al-Muqaffá as being 644,
although the year 648 is recorded in the other sources.113 No. 33 can also be
studied in this way. Al-Maqr|z| mentioned his sources in the biography he wrote
about him in Al-Muqaffá (5:594–95, no. 2144). These sources were al-Qift|'s
Ta≠r|kh al-Nuh˝a≠t and al-Musabbih˝|. A comparison with these data in the notebook
reveals that some of the information came from both of these sources, but that the
quotations are more complete in Al-Muqaffá. From this, it must be understood that
the biographical dictionary from which the actual biography has been summarized
in the notebook relied on both these sources and that al-Maqr|z| later had access
to them. In fact, he always tried to discover more reliable or direct sources.
Notwithstanding all this, the ultimate source of these biographies remains to
be discovered. Meanwhile, the data provided will enlarge our knowledge of Egyptian
historiography, as many of the subjects of these biographies were historians, and
all the data was not reused by al-Maqr|z| in Al-Muqaffá. A good example is no.
13, which consists of a biography of al-Musabbih˝|. The notice contains a very
interesting passage already quoted.114 The question arises whether this is a statement
made by the author of this biography or by al-Maqr|z| himself. A Muntaqá Ta≠r|kh
al-Musabbih˝| is registered, but Rash|d al-D|n al-Mundhir| (d. 643/1245–46 or
108Al-Mundhir|, Al-Takmilah li-Wafaya≠t al-Naqalah, ed. Bashsha≠r ‘Awwa≠d Ma‘ru≠f (Beirut,
1401/1981), 1:185 (no. 193).
109Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muqaffá, 1:104 (no. 54).
110See al-Idr|s|, Anwa≠r ‘Ulw| al-Ajra≠m f| al-Kashf ‘an Asra≠r al-Ahra≠m, ed. U. Haarmann (Beirut,
1991).
111See Haarmann's introduction, ibid., 66. The sources preceding al-Maqr|z| are but a few: al-Udfuw|,
Al-T˛a≠li‘ al-Sa‘|d; Ibn Sa‘|d, Al-Mughrib; Ya≠qu≠t, Irsha≠d al-Ar|b.
112Or Masd|. See for the proper vocalization al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muqaffá, 5:516–17 (no. 3618).
113See Haarmann's introduction, al-Idr|s|, Anwa≠r ‘Ulw| al-Ajra≠m.
114See above, XXXVIII.
644/1246–47) cannot be considered the author of this statement because it does
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not belong with the other biographies. As I have tried to demonstrate, these other
biographies came from a single source. Moreover, some of them deal with individuals
who died well after al-Mundhir|.115 The fact that al-Maqr|z| prepared a resumé of
al-Musabbih˝|'s Ta≠r|kh proves, however, his interest in historical matters, particularly
from the Fatimid period. Thus, the only answer that can be put forward is that the
statement is al-Maqr|z|'s, and that he added this personal information in the
middle of a biography he summarized.
LVII. (fol. 125v)
Title on fol. 125v (lines 6–7): [Quotation from] Kita≠b al-Kama≠’im.
5Ž w½U³0 WKB?² .bI« w2 X½U' U?NO½U³ ÊS?2 dB ◊UDC2 U√Ë ∫ r?zULJ« w2 ‰UM ÆdB? d³š s
Æs'UC tuŠ dBIUÐ ·dF¹ vM³ UNÐË ÂöÝù« ¡UłË fLA«
Commentary:
As argued above (see preceding entry), this short quotation is found on a folio
where biographies were identified as coming from Ibn Sa‘|d's Al-Mughrib. This
conclusion is partly thanks to the mention of the indirect source from which
al-Maqr|z| said he took it: Al-Kama≠’im. This book was written by al-Bayhaq|
(‘Al| ibn Zayd, d. 565/1169116), and is exclusively cited on several occasions by
Ibn Sa‘|d in his own work. Indeed, the passage is found in the second book of
Al-Mughrib dealing with the history of Fust¸a≠t¸: Al-Ightiba≠t¸ f| H˛ulá Mad|nat al-
Fust¸a≠t¸.117 In Al-Khit¸at¸ (1:40), where it was reused, al-Maqr|z| indicated the direct
source (Al-Mughrib) from which he took it, although he did not indicate this
source in the notebook. This is probably due to the fact that he knew that all
excerpts he took from Al-Kama≠’im were taken only from this source. Ibn Sa‘|d's
books appear later in the notebook (see LX, LXI).
LVIII. (fol. 125v)
No title: Quotation of a passage regarding the plunder that took place during
al-Mustans˝ir's reign (460–61).
Incipit (fol. 125v, lines 22–24):
s Ãd?šË —UM¹bÐ ¡U*« W¹Ë«d«Ë j¹—«d?M …dA?FÐ dB?M²C*« ¡ö?ž w2 WC?O?³« XFOÐ ∫ d?BM²?C*« d³?š s
©±±∑≠±±∂ ¨±∂ Z ¨rE²M*«® ›Æ Æ Æ¤ Ÿ—œ n√ dAŽ bŠ√ ÕöC« W½«eš
115His lost Ta≠r|kh Mis˝r might have contained data regarding al-Musabbih˝|.
116On Bayhaq|, see GAL S1:557–58.
117Ibn Sa‘|d's Al-Ightiba≠t¸, 1.
Explicit (fol. 125v, line 29):
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ÆoOMœ …—U' s qM√ UNÐ Íd²ý« ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
The excerpt is introduced by an indicative title written in red ink: "min khabar
al-Mustans˝ir." It was placed in front of the preceding entry, and logically one
could conclude that it shares the same origin as the other items on the folio.
However, this is contradicted by the color of the red ink which differs from the
ink used elsewhere on this folio, which indicates that it was jotted down at a later
date. These notes deal with horrific events that happened during the famine which
struck the entire country during the years 460–61, events he treated comprehensively
in Al-Khit¸at¸ and Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’. A positive event from this period was the
extraction of treasures from the khiza≠nat al-sila≠h.˝ In Al-Khit¸at¸, he devoted a
section to the khaza≠’in al-sila≠h ˝(1:417–18) where the same subject is scrutinized
on the basis of Al-Dhakha≠’ir wa-al-Tuh˝af, the well-known treatise on treasures,
mostly those plundered in al-Mustans˝ir's reign.118 Unfortunately, the data in the
notebook was not used there. However, it is found verbatim in Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’
(2:296 [ll. 3–6] and 296–97 [ll. 15–1]). It is interesting to note that al-Maqr|z|
provides crucial information there for the identification of the data, as he introduces
it thus: "wa-was˝ala ilá Baghda≠d ‘alá yad al-tujja≠r mimma≠ khurrija min al-qas˝r,
‘alá ma≠ waqaftu f| ta≠r|kh ba‘d˝ al-baghda≠d|y|n." One wonders why he did not give
the name of this History composed by a scholar from Baghdad! There could have
been many potential candidates with such a vague indication, but, as already
proven in several cases, it is better to consider a source already mentioned in the
notebook for the given period. This leads us unequivocally to Ibn al-Jawz|'s
Al-Muntaz˝am. Under the year 462 (16:116–17) he recalls some events that happened
in Egypt during that year through the testimonies of Egyptians who fled from the
country to find relief in other areas. Among these is the passage excerpted by
al-Maqr|z|. The order as well as the wording leave no doubt that Al-Muntaz˝am
was the source in this case too.
LIX. (fol. 3v)
No title: Excerpt from a book by al-Yaghmu≠r|.
Incipit (fol. 3v, line 1):
sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ nODK« b?³?Ž bL?× w?Ð√ Wö?F« j(Ð  √dM ∫ t?U¦? U Í—u?L?GO« k2U?(« j(Ð X¹√—
118Falsely attributed to al-Rash|d ibn al-Zubayr. Ed. Muh˝ammad H˛am|d Alla≠h (Kuwait, 1959) on
the basis of a resumé made by al-Awh˝ad|. See Sayyid, "Lumières," 23–25. Trans. Gha≠dah al-H˛ijja≠w|
al-Qaddu≠m|, Book of Gifts and Rarities (Cambridge, MA, 1996).
›Æ Æ Æ¤ s¹b« ÕöR dJCŽ w2 wMF¹ ‚uC« ÊU' ∫ ‰UM Íœ«bG³« bL×
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Explicit (fol. 3v, lines 9–10):
vIÐ√Ë Êö?ICŽ »«d?š vKŽ s¹b« ÕöR Âb½Ë d?¦'√Ë r¼—bÐ t?Ý√— qłd« qCG¹ U?UL?Š —URË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Æ¡UJŽ
Commentary:
The excerpt occupies half of the page and was written from bottom to top, from
the spine toward the middle of the page. The source is given as al-Yaghmu≠r|
(Yu≠suf ibn Ah˝mad ibn Mah˝mu≠d ibn Ah˝mad al-Asad|, d. 673/1274),119 who is
quoted, almost always for personal testimonies, on several occasions in Al-Muqaffá120
and Al-Khit¸at¸.121 Al-Maqr|z| explains how he became acquainted with it in this
excerpt and in Al-Muqaffá:122 he managed to obtain an autograph copy of al-
Yaghmu≠r|'s book. In this particular case, the author himself relied on an autograph
copy of al-Baghda≠d|'s work. He is to be identified as ‘Abd al-Lat¸|f ibn Yu≠suf ibn
Muh˝ammad al-Baghda≠d| (d. 629/1231), the author of Al-Ifa≠dah wa-al-I‘tiba≠r f|
al-Umu≠r al-Musha≠hadah wa-al-H˛awa≠dith al-Mu‘a≠yanah bi-Ard˝ Mis˝r,123 also cited
as a direct source by al-Maqr|z| in Al-Khit¸at¸.124 But obviously, al-Maqr|z| deemed
119On al-Yaghmu≠r|, see R. Sellheim, Die Gelehretenbiographien des Abu≠ ‘Ubaidalla≠h al-Marzuba≠n|
in der Rezension des H˛a≠fiz˝ al-Yag≥mu≠r|, part 1 (Wiesbaden, 1964), 8 ff.; al-Sakha≠w|, Al-I‘la≠n
bi-al-Tawb|kh, in F. Rosenthal, A History of Muslim Historiography, 2nd ed. (Leiden, 1968), 322,
422, 467. Quotations from this source can also be found in Ibn S˛as˝rá, Al-Durrah al-Mud˝|’ah f|
al-Dawlah al-Z˛a≠hir|yah, ed. W. Brinner as A Chronicle of Damascus, 1389–1397 (Berkeley,
1963).
120Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muqaffá, 7:160 (qa≠la al-h˝a≠fiz˝ Jama≠l al-D|n Yu≠suf ibn Ah˝mad al-Yaghmu≠r|:
wa-akhbaran| al-shaykh . . .); 6:122 (wa-qa≠la al-h˝a≠fiz˝ Jama≠l al-D|n al-Yaghmu≠r|: anshadan|
al-shaykh . . .); 5:131 (wa-qa≠la al-h˝a≠fiz˝ Jama≠l al-D|n Yu≠suf al-Yaghmu≠r| wa-min khat¸t¸ihi naqaltu:
qa≠la l| al-shaykh . . .); 3:442 (wa-qa≠la al-h˝a≠fiz˝ Jama≠l al-D|n Yu≠suf ibn Ah˝mad al-Yaghmu≠r|:
wajadtu bi-khat¸t¸ al-shar|f . . .).
121Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Khit¸at,¸ 2:25 (wa-qa≠la al-h˝a≠fiz˝ Jama≠l al-D|n Yu≠suf ibn Ah˝mad ibn Mah˝mu≠d ibn
Ah˝mad ibn Muh˝ammad al-Asad| al-Dimashq| al-ma‘ru≠f bi-al-Yaghmu≠r|: anshadan| al-ima≠m . . .);
2:87 (wa-qa≠la al-h˝a≠fiz˝ Jama≠l al-D|n Yu≠suf ibn Ah˝mad ibn Mah˝mu≠d al-Yaghmu≠r|: sami‘tu al-am|r
al-kab|r . . .); 2:183 (qa≠la al-h˝a≠fiz˝ Jama≠l al-D|n Yu≠suf ibn Ah˝mad ibn Mah˝mu≠d ibn Ah˝mad
al-Asad| al-shah|r bi-al-Yaghmu≠r|: sami‘tu al-am|r al-kab|r . . .). For other impersonal quotations,
see ibid., 1:7 and 496–97.
122See the third extract given in n. 119 above.
123Ed. Ah˝mad Ghassa≠n Saba≠nu≠ (Damascus, 1403/1983). Since the note found in the notebook
concerns ‘Akka≠, the city near which Saladin established his camp, and which was visited by ‘Abd
al-Lat¸|f al-Baghda≠d| in 587/1191, it is no surprise that it does not appear in his book entitled
Al-Ifa≠dah wa-al-I‘tiba≠r in which he recorded his stay in Egypt during the years 588–89.
124See Guest, "A List of Writers," 120; Har|d|, Fihris Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 1:408; Sayyid ed., 5:972.
al-Yaghmu≠r|'s work valuable for the first part of Al-Sulu≠k, because it is there that
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this passage is found.125 The wording is exactly the same,126 with a considerable
difference: in Al-Sulu≠k, al-Yaghmu≠r|'s name is omitted, as if he wanted to imply
that al-Baghda≠d| was his direct source in this case. Be that as it may, he did not
dare to quote al-Yaghmu≠r|'s words (ra’aytu bi-khat¸t¸ . . .), but replaced them with
a more pragmatic "qa≠la."
LX. (fol. 3v)
Title on fol. 3 v, lines 32–33: [Quotation of] Al-Muh˝allá bi-al-Ash‘a≠r/Ibn Sa‘|d.
ÆbOFÝ sÐô —UFý_UÐ vK;« »U²' s t²KI½ ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Incipit (fol. 3v, lines 11–14):
sÐ 5C?(« sÐ tK« b?³Ž sÐ `U?R bË s u¼Ë U?NJK «e?Ž vB?M_« »dG*« w2 Ê«œu?C« œöÐ s W½U?ž
›Æ Æ Æ¤ VUÞ wÐ√ sÐ wKŽ sÐ sC(«
Explicit (fol. 3v, lines 31–32):
ÆÊuLKC UNK¼√Ë «d−² UNFÝË√Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
The second half of fol. 3v was later covered with a quotation extracted from Ibn
Sa‘|d's Al-Muh˝allá bi-al-Ash‘a≠r, al-Maqr|z| being very precise in this case
("naqaltuhu"). From a chronological point of view, it means that he had access to
this work of Ibn Sa‘|d after al-Yaghmu≠r|'s book. Al-Muh˝allá bi-al-Ash‘a≠r is attested
for the first and last time in the notebook: al-Maqr|z| rather exploited Ibn Sa‘|d's
other book entitled Al-Mughrib f| H˛ulá al-Maghrib (see XXXIII, LVI, LVII,
LXI), at least the part dealing with Egypt. The content of this passage is interesting
in that it contains an indirect quotation of the Kita≠b Uja≠r [or better Ruja≠r], better
known under its full title Nuzhat al-Mushta≠q f| Ikhtira≠q al-A±fa≠q, compiled by
al-Idr|s| (Muh˝ammad ibn Muh˝ammad, d. 560/1164). These few lines do not appear
in this source,127 and this is not surprising: two other excerpts known to come from
this book in Al-Khit¸at ¸were not found in the version that reached us. The first
one128 is mentioned by al-Maqr|z| through al-Nuwayr|, who probably borrowed it
from al-Wat¸wa≠t¸ (see below under LXX), while the second129 came through Ibn
Sa‘|d's Al-Mughrib. The interesting point concerns the first of these because it
125Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Sulu≠k, ed. Muh˝ammad Mus˝t¸afá Ziya≠dah (Cairo, 1934), 1:94.
126Except that the last sentence in the notebook is not cited there.
127Italian ed. (Rome, 1970–84), in 9 parts.
128Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Khit¸at¸, 1:53 (quoted with its full title).
129Ibid., 1:341 (quoted as Kita≠b Uja≠r).
deals with the Nile and how it divides various areas in Nubia and beyond, with
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specific mention of the Ghana river. Here in the notebook, information is precisely
provided on the king of Ghana and the palace he built on the Nile in 510. There is
also a description of his habits. Al-Maqr|z| does not seem to have taken advantage
of any part of this note, either in Al-Khit¸at¸ or in Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’.130
As for Al-Muh˝allá bi-al-Ash‘a≠r, al-Maqr|z| used it in two other cases,131 in
which another indirect source appears: al-Qurt¸| (see LVI, no. 2), who makes
reference to the Thousand and One Nights. On this basis, Z. M. H˛asan132 refuted
C. Brockelmann's view133 that Al-Muh˝allá was identical with Al-Qidh˝ al-Mu‘allá
f| al-Ta≠r|kh al-Muh˝allá, another item of Ibn Sa‘|d's production. For H˛asan, this
attribution could be inaccurate, since the latter deals exclusively with Andalusian
poets, while Al-Muh˝allá, as we know thanks to the quotations taken from it by
al-Maqr|z|, also deals with Egypt. H˛asan's view is confirmed by this passage in
the notebook, demonstrating that Ibn Sa‘|d also took into account the sources on
the Nile.
LXI. (fol. 130v)
Title on fol. 130v, line 1: [Quotation from] Al-Mughrib/Ibn Sa‘|d.
Æ»dG*« w2 bOFÝ sÐ« ‰UM
Text (fol. 130v, lines 1–2):
—u?³?MË …d¼U?I«Ë ◊UDC?H« ÊU?O?Ž_ ‰“UM U?NÐ U?N?Md?ý w2 w¼Ë ∫ »d?G*« w2 b?O?F?Ý sÐ« ‰U?M ÆW?2«d?I«
ÆUNOKŽ
Commentary:
The first word was written in a red ink similar to the other excerpts taken from Ibn
Sa‘|d's Al-Mughrib. Fol. 130 is the last of quire XIV in which several of these
have been identified. Here, the inscription lies in the upper part of the page. The
source is clearly indicated and the material can be read in the section on Fust¸a≠t¸
where it appears with the same wording.134 Al-Maqr|z| reused it in Al-Khit¸at¸
(2:444), illustrating another aspect of his working method: while the excerpt in
the notebook consisted of two lines selected from a paragraph of ten in the printed
text, the passage quoted in Al-Khit¸at¸ contains the whole paragraph. In this case,
130For the year 510, the autograph contained three blank folios. See al-Maqr|z|, Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’,
3:56.
131Al-Khit¸at¸, 1:485 and 2:181.
132Ibn Sa‘|d, Al-Ightiba≠t¸, 23m.
133GAL 1:337.
134Ibn Sa‘|d, Al-Ightiba≠t¸, 10.
al-Maqr|z| went back to his source to enlarge the quotation.
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LXII. (fol. 142r)
No title: Various quotations of events and biographies regarding the fifth century.
List of the events and the biographies:
±dBM²CLK UŽœË w×OKB« bL× sÐ wKŽ qU' uÐ√ sLOUÐ dNþ UNO2 WzULFÐ—√Ë 5FÐ—√Ë l³Ý WMÝ ©
›Æ Æ Æ¤
≤  ® rÝUI« uÐ√ WLKC*« sÐ dLŽ sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ sC(« sÐ wKŽ ©¥µ∞©
≥›Æ Æ Æ¤ ”«œd sÐ `UR sÐ WËb« q³ý sÐ œuL× dBŠ UNO2 WzULFÐ—√Ë 5CLšË 5²MŁ« WMÝ ©
¥  ® 5³OB½Ë qRu*« VŠUR Ê«—bÐ sÐ g¹dM ©¥µ≥©
µ  ® WJ dO√ ÍuKF« dJý ©¥µ≥©
Commentary:
Folio 142 is part of a quire (no. XVI) composed of two bi-folios which were
added by al-Maqr|z| to conclude resumé no. VII. The unused portion (from fol.
142r, where only five lines of the abstract were neatly written, to 144v) was later
covered with notes from two different sources. Here, al-Maqr|z| included some
events which took place between 447 and 453. From its arrangement, it can be
deduced that he borrowed them from a chronicle or another kind of historical
book. Because they treat events which mainly took place in the East, although
linked to the Fatimid state, it is more reasonable to consider an eastern author. We
have seen with other excerpts (LII, LV, LVIII) dealing with the same period and
region that al-Maqr|z| primarily used Ibn al-Jawz|'s Al-Muntaz˝am. In this case,
however, one must consider another possibility, given that the texts do not match
each other. Some parts of it were identified in Ibn al-Ath|r's Al-Ka≠mil f| al-Ta≠r|kh,
a chronicle al-Maqr|z| knew and used.135 Notwithstanding the parallels that could
be drawn, the notebook contains data absent in Al-Ka≠mil. This means that both
authors relied on a common source which has not been identified so far. Some of
what is found here was used by al-Maqr|z| in some of his works.136
LXIII. (fols. 144v–142v)
Title on fol. 144v, line 1: [Biographies and events from] Ta≠r|kh Dimashq/Ibn
‘Asa≠kir.
›Æ Æ Æ¤ oAœ a¹—Qð w2 d'UCŽ sÐ« bA½√
135See his judgment on the Oriental historians regarding the Fatimid state in Itti‘a≠z˝, 3:346. A list of
those he knew is given there.
136Itti‘a≠z,˝ 2:230–64 (the years under consideration, and particularly 261); Al-Khit¸at¸, 1:356.
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List of the biographies:
± WO½«bLN« …—ULŽ XMÐ …œuÝ ©(fol. 144v) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∂π ’ ¨≤≤∂ rM— ¨π≥∂≥©
≤ W¹ËU?F? sÐ b¹e¹ sÐ t?K« b?³?Ž XMÐ WJðU?Ž ©(fol. 144v) Z ¨oA?œ WM¹b? a¹—Uð® ∂π ’ ¨≤¥µrM— ¨
π≥∑∂©
≥tK« bO³Ž sÐ W×KÞ XMÐ WAzUŽ © (fol. 144v) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∂π ’ ¨≤µ∞ rM— ¨π≥∑π©
¥ W¹ËU??F? sÐ b¹e¹ s?Ð tK« b?³??Ž XMÐ …b??³?Ž ©(fol. 144v) Z ¨oA?œ W?M¹b? a¹—Uð® ∂π ’ ¨≤∂µrM— ¨
π≥∏¥©
µ wBM sÐ ·U?M b³Ž sÐ q2u?½ sÐ ËdLŽ b?³Ž sÐ Wþd?M XMÐ W²?šU2 ©(fol. 144r)¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® 
 Z∑∞ ’ ¨∂ rM— ¨π≥π∑©
∂ wKŽ sÐ 5C(« XMÐ WLÞU2 ©(fol. 144r) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∑∞ ’ ¨±∞ rM— ¨π¥∞∞©
∑ Ê«Ëd sÐ pK*« b³Ž XMÐ WLÞU2 ©(fol. 144r) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∑∞ ’ ¨≤∏ rM— ¨π¥∞∂©
∏ ‰uKNÐ XMÐ WMR ©(fol. 143v) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∑∞ ’ ¨±≤∏ rM— ¨π¥≥∞©
π WO³KJ« ‰b−Ð XMÐ ÊuCO ©(fol. 143v) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∑∞ ’ ¨±≥∞ rM— ¨π¥≥≤©
±∞ WO³KJ« …—ULŽ XMÐ WKzU½ ©(fol. 143v) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∑∞ ’ ¨±≥µ rM— ¨π¥≥¥©
±± ¡«œ—b« Â√ ©(fol. 143v) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∑∞ ’ ¨≤≥∑ rM— ¨π¥∂∂©
±≤ …dHR wÐ√ sÐ VKN*« XMÐ bM¼ ©(fol. 143r) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∑∞ ’ ¨±∏π rM— ¨π¥¥∂©
±≥WO½UÝ«d)« ÊË—U¼ Â√ ©137 (fol. 143 r) Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® ∑∞ ’ ¨≤∂µ rM— ¨π¥∏µ©
±¥wF2UA« w$UO*« dJÐ uÐ√ —«uÝ sÐ ”—U2 sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ rÝUI« sÐ nÝu¹ © (fol.142v)a¹—Uð® 
 Z ¨oAœ WM¹b∑¥ ’ ¨≤µµ rM— ¨±∞±ππ©
±µ5JðUÝ WËb« rNý dOô« WłË“ sÐ« bzUI« ÕË—U¹ sÐ nÝu¹ © (fol. 142v)Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð® 
∑¥ ’ ¨≤∂¥ rM— ¨±∞≤±∞©
±∂‘u?O?'« bzU?M VIK*« tK« b?³?Ž uÐ√ ‰«eÐ sÐ b?L?×? © (fol. 142v) Z ¨oA?œ WM¹b? a¹—Uð® µ≤’ ¨
±¥∏ rM— ¨∂±≥±©
Commentary:
These notes were written from fol. 144v onward. This means that al-Maqr|z|
wrote the beginning of these notes at the end of the quire going backward until the
end of the resumé, which stopped in the middle of it, on fol. 142r. The source is
identified by al-Maqr|z| himself who opened the notes with the formula "anshada
137Fols. 143r–142v contain various historical reports dealing with the Umayyads.
Ibn ‘Asa≠kir f| Ta≠r|kh Dimashq." The Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat Dimashq by Ibn ‘Asa≠kir
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(‘Al| ibn al-H˛asan, d. 571/1176)138 is quoted several times in Al-Khit¸at¸,139 mostly
for hadiths. The material preserved here shows that al-Maqr|z| was also interested
in facts dealing with the Umayyad period. This is confirmed by examples of his
own production, such as Al-Niza≠‘ wa-al-Takha≠s˝um f|ma≠ bayna Ban| Umayyah
wa-Ban| Ha≠shim.140 Here, his interest mainly centered upon poetry recited by or
about these women. The last numbers represent men of later periods, which he
found in other volumes.141 The entry is connected with LXVII, where biographies
were selected from the same source, but from previous volumes. This implies that
he had access to several parts of this monumental work, either in Cairo,142 or
during one of his stays in Mecca. The data found here was partially reused, as no.
16 appears in Al-Muqaffá (5:433–34), where sentences from the notebook can be
read. Nos. 14–16 probably also found their way into the now lost sections of this
biographical dictionary.
LXIV. (fol. 145r)
Title on fol. 145r, line 1: [Excerpt from] Al-Ta≠r|kh/Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|.
›Æ Æ Æ¤ WzULCLšË …dAŽ w²MŁ« WMÝ w2  t(¹—Qð w2 w×zUD³« ÊuQ*« sÐ« ‰UM
Incipit (fol. 145r, lines 2–3):
u¼Ë ‘uO?'« dO?√ sÐ qC2_« —«œ s wMF¹ U¹U?DF« fK−0 ◊UL?C« T³Ž ¡«—uýU?Ž Âu¹ w2Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
›Æ Æ Æ¤ ¡«—uýUFÐ h²<« ◊ULC«
Explicit (fol. 145r, line 18):
ÆrNðœUŽ tÐ  dł U vKŽ r¼dOžË ¡«dFA«Ë ÿUŽu«Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
This text and the one following it are written on a smaller piece of paper which
was pasted on a narrow strip, in order to attach it to the manuscript. This was
made at a later date, by one of the most recent owners of the manuscript. An
138Reference is made to the new complete edition, though not as critical as the one published in
Damascusby the Arab Academy: ed. ‘Al| Sh|r| (Damascus, 1415–21/1995–2000), 80 vols.
139See Guest, "A List of Writers," 109; Har|d|, Fihris Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 1:279, 2:76; Sayyid's ed., 5:973.
140Ed. H˛usayn Mu’nis (Cairo, 1988).
141No. 16 was added at a later date, as suggested by the color of the ink and its position on the
page, as well as by its location in a volume which corresponds, in print, to vol. 52. The other
biographies were selected mainly in what are now vols. 69–70 and 74. The passages in Al-Khit¸at¸
appear in volumes other than those represented here.
142See an interesting reference, in Al-Muqaffá (7:392), to a transmitter of more than 200 juz’s of
the Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat Dimashq directly from the author, who stayed in Egypt.
almost invisible inscription (three words) appearing on the recto indicates that the
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paper had been previously used for another purpose, i.e., a chancery note. The
excerpts found on both sides deal with the etiquette observed for the feast of
‘A±shu≠ra≠’ during al-Afd˝al's vizierate. The recto contains two passages referring to
the years 512 (to be corrected to 513) and 516 and coming from Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n's
Ta≠r|kh. As previously mentioned,143 the first of these passages can also be read
literally in a short resumé of this source by al-Maqr|z| (XVIII, fols. 158b, line
16–159a, line 3). Due to the nature of this folio (a small, originally loose piece of
paper), the similar subject of the notes, and the chronological order,144 it can be
identified as a notecard, as I will try to demonstrate in "Maqriziana II." Besides
the appearance of the first passage in the abstract of the original source, both
passages were also identified in Al-Khit¸at¸.145 We can thus follow the evolution of
the text through no less than four versions!
LXV. (fol. 145v)
No title: [Quotation taken from Al-Ta≠r|kh]/al-Musabbih˝|.
 WMÝ Àœ«uŠ w2 w×³C*« ‰UM≥π∂›Æ Æ Æ¤ 
Incipit (fol. 145v, lines 2–3):
ÃËd??šË ‚«u??Ý_« qODFð s? ÂU?Ž q?' Íd?−?¹ U? v?KŽ t??O?2 d??_« Èd??ł ¡«—u??ýU??Ž Âu¹ w2Ë ›Æ Æ Æ¤
›Æ Æ Æ¤ s¹bAM*«
Explicit (fol. 145v, line 12):
ÆtIMŽ XÐdC2 ¡«bM« bFÐ qłd« ÂbMË nKC« «u³ÝË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
Closely linked to the previous excerpt, this quotation, as we are told by al-Maqr|z|
himself, has been taken from al-Musabbih˝|'s Ta≠r|kh. In this case, he drew it from
the volume covering the year 396, which is now lost.146 This passage was inserted
by al-Maqr|z| at the appropriate place in Al-Khit¸at ¸(1:431), where it precedes the
previous excerpt chronologically, which naturally implies that the actual leaf was
later bound incorrectly. It also found its way into the draft version of Al-Khit¸at¸147
at the same place as the preceding one, confirming the status of this leaf.
143See "Maqriziana I/1," 63.
144What appears to be the recto was in fact the verso.
145Al-Maqr|z|, Musawwadah, 315–16; idem, Al-Khit¸at¸, 1:431.
146See above, XXXVIII.
147Al-Maqr|z|, Musawwadah, 315.
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LXVI. (fol. 156v)
No title: Excerpt of events regarding the khut¸bah in Mecca, Damascus, and
Jerusalem, which took place mainly during the reign of al-Mustans˝ir (years 462,
465, 468, 470, 472, 478, 490, 491, 492).
Incipit (fol. 156v, lines 4–6):
wÝU³?F« rzUIK U?NÐ wŽœË WJ s dB? VŠUR d?BM²C*« …uŽœ XFD?M WzULFÐ—√Ë 5²?ÝË 5²MŁ« WMÝ
›Æ Æ Æ¤ ÊöÝ—√ V√ WËb« bCŽ ÊUDKCKË
Explicit (fol. 156v, lines 20–21):
Æ5LKC*« s n√ 5F³Ý vKŽ b¹e¹ U vBM_« b−C*« w2 q²MË ›Æ Æ Æ¤
Commentary:
Quire XVIII was added by al-Maqr|z| to complete the resumé (XVII148) he began
on the last folio of the preceding quire. Apparently, he was reluctant to start a new
resumé on the basis of a different source at the end of the preceding one, though it
occupies only two lines. Thus he decided to leave the remaining part blank for
further notes, and commenced his new resumé (XVIII) on the next folio. The
blank space was indeed not spared. Notes reporting events that occurred in various
cities under Fatimid rule and where the name of the caliph was pronounced during
the Friday prayer were placed perpendicularly starting from the lower margin.
They are preceded by the following phrase in red ink: "yunqal bi-khabar al-Qa≠hirah."
No source is indicated in this case, but the material was indeed introduced, although
not literally, in some places of Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’.149 Several soundings have been
made in various chronicles, based on the order of the reports, in order to identify
the source, but without satisfying results. Some reports correspond to Al-Muntaz˝am
of Ibn al-Jawz|. This is the case for the inscription on the minbar sent by the
Abbasid caliph to Mecca in 470, which does not appear in many sources. But,
alas, this is surely not valid for the whole excerpt. This means that Ibn al-Jawz|
relied on the same source al-Maqr|z| later summarized in his notebook. Another
possibility concerns Atzız's surname, given here as al-Aqs|s (probably the Arabic
form of his name). Al-Maqr|z| mentioned it in Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’ (2:315) on the
basis of this excerpt, and Ibn al-Ath|r explains that this form is given by "al-
Sha≠m|yu≠n,"150 indicating the Syrian historiographers. Unfortunately, I did not reach
any conclusion after searching published works. It thus remains to be identified.
148For the identification of the source of this resumé, see the addendum at the end of this article.
149Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’, vol. 2, passim (under the years mentioned).
150See the editor's note in the preceding reference.
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LXVII. (fols. 160v, 163v–164r)
Title on fols. 160v and 164r: [Biographies of various persons taken from] Ta≠r|kh
Dimashq/Ibn ‘Asa≠kir.
›Æ Æ Æ¤ÆoAœ a¹—Uð w2 d'UCŽ sÐ« Ád'– 
 oAœ a¹—Uð w2 d'UCŽ sÐ« ‰UM›Æ Æ Æ¤
List of the biographies:
± w'dOD« sC(« 5F uÐ√ ©(fol. 160v)  Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð®∂∑ ’ ¨≤¥∑ rM— ¨∏∏µ∞©
≤sÐ b?LŠ√ sÐ sC?(« wKŽ wÐ√ »U×?R√ Áu?łË s v−M*« sÐ wKŽ sÐ tK« b?³Ž t?O2 ‰U?I¹ v−M*« uÐ√ ©
 rB?Ž_UÐ ·ËdF*« wDd?I« Â«dNÐ sÐ sC?(«(fol. 163v)  Z ¨oAœ W?M¹b a¹—Uð®∂∑ ’ ¨≤µ¥¨
 rM—∏∏µ¥©
≥ ›Æ Æ Æ¤ tUL?Ž v≈ e¹eF« b?³Ž sÐ d?LŽ ‰u?Ý— XM' ∫dRUN?*« uÐ√ ‰UM ©(fol. 164r)® WM¹b a¹—Uð
 Z ¨oAœ∂∑ ’ ¨≤∂∞ rM— ¨∏∏∂≤©
¥ wJd³« dB½ uÐ√ ©(fol. 164r)  Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð®∂∑ ’ ¨≤∂¥ rM— ¨∏∏∑µ©
µwKŽ sÐ 5C(« sÐ wKŽ sÐ b¹“ sÐ v?COŽ sÐ bL?Š√ sÐ bL× sÐ wKŽ sÐ vO?×¹ sÐ b¹“ sÐ vO×¹ ©
 Íb¹e« wMOC(« sC(« uÐ√ VUÞ wÐ√ sÐ(fol. 164r)  Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð®∂¥ ’ ¨≤≤πrM— ¨
∏±¥∞©
∂ WËb« b¹bÝ —uBM uÐ√ ©(fol. 164r)  Z ¨oAœ WM¹b a¹—Uð®∂∑ ’ ¨≤µ¥ rM— ¨∏∏µ∂©
Commentary:
Quire XVIII contains three resumés made from two different sources.151 Some
folios (163–65), left blank, were later utilized for several notes. Among these, one
finds what must be considered the first in the chronological order, i.e., another
excerpt from Ibn ‘Asa≠kir's Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat Dimashq. All these biographies follow
an alphabetical order, a succession confirmed by the printed edition of this source.
But al-Maqr|z| did not begin his note-taking on a plain blank folio, as can be
seen. Rather, he wrote the first note at the end of the second resumé, in the lower
margin, where some space remained. Then he moved forward to the end of the
next resumé, once again exploiting the blank space at the bottom, and finally
placed all the other biographies on fol. 164, where the full page was available for
notes. From this, it can be understood that he did not consider the Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat
Dimashq important enough to prepare a resumé of it, but it can also be inferred
151See "Maqriziana I/1" (XVII–XIX) and the addendum at the end of this article for the identification
of the source of XVII.
that he had access to this text after 831, as this is the date at which he could
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consult the source of summaries XVII and XIX.152 Additionally, given that no. 5
was selected from what is now vol. 64, we can say that he did not consult the
volumes in numerical order.153 This is confirmed by entry LXIII, where biographies
were found in vols. 69–70, 74, and 52, whether they were scribbled down before
or after these. These notes were reused primarily in Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’154 as well as
in Al-Muqaffá.155
LXVIII. (fols. 164v–165v, 175v, 184r, 185v, 192r156)
No title: Biographies of persons who died mainly in the sixth, seventh, and eighth
centuries.
List of the biographies:
±sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ sÐ ÃU?³¹b?« qO?ŽU?LÝ≈ s?Ð ¡U³?ÞU³?Þ rO¼«dÐ≈ sÐ wÝd« rÝU?I« sÐ qO?ŽU?L?Ý≈ sÐ b?L?×? ©
  ® w½«dFAUÐ ·ËdF*« w½b*« VUÞ wÐ√ sÐ wKŽ sÐ sC(« sÐ sC(«≥±µ ©(fol. 164v)
≤ ©ø  ® r−M*« Íd³JF« ©(fol. 164v)
≥  ® wJU*« wzUMšù« s¹b« wIð tK« b³Ž uÐ√ Ê«—bÐ sÐ vC?OŽ sÐ dJÐ wÐ√ sÐ bL× ©∑µ∞ ©(fol.
165r)
¥  ® wF?2U?A?« wzUMšù« s¹b« rKŽ t?K« b?³?Ž uÐ√ Ê«—bÐ sÐ v?C?O?Ž sÐ dJÐ wÐ√ sÐ b??L?×? ©∑≥≤©
(fol. 165r)
µ ® wJ¹_« wÝ—U?H« s¹b« fLý tK« b?³Ž u?Ð√ sCŠ sÐ b?L×? sÐ bL?× sÐ dJÐ wÐ√ sÐ b?L×? ©
∂π∑ ©(fol. 165r)
∂bŠ«u« b?³Ž sÐ ‰ö¼ sÐ wKŽ sÐ  U?'dÐ sÐ bL×? qOMË b?Š«u« b³Ž sÐ ‰ö¼ sÐ  U?'dÐ sÐ bL?× ©
  ® Íu×M« ÍbOFC« ÍdB*« tK« b³Ž uÐ√µ≤∞ ©(fol. 165r)
∑b?LŠ√ sÐ œ«b?GÐ WÐU?C½ 5C?(« rýU¼ wÐ√ sÐ wKŽ sÐ d?L?Ž sÐ dL?F*« sÐ wKŽ sÐ b?F?Ý√ sÐ b?L×? ©
tK« b?O³?Ž sÐ w½«u?'« bL?×? sÐ 5C?(« sÐ bL?× s?Ð rO¼dÐ≈ sÐ W2u?J« WÐUC½ wKŽ s?Ð œ«bGÐ WÐU?C½
wMO???C??(«  U???'d??³« wÐ√ s?Ð wKŽ uÐ√ V?UÞ wÐ√ sÐ w?KŽ sÐ 5C???(« sÐ wKŽ s?Ð 5C??(« s?Ð b¼«e«
  ® wJU*« WÐUCM« w½«u'« wbO³F«µ∏∏ ©(fol. 165v)
∏s¹b« fL?ý tK« b³?Ž uÐ√ 5C(« sÐ b?L×? sÐ —uBM sÐ wKŽ sÐ b?LŠ√ sÐ qO?ŽUL?Ý≈ sÐ bL?× ©
152See below, no. XVII in addendum.
153No. 6, which is found in vol. 67 like all the others, was written in the margin, near the spine.
Thus, no. 5 was surely written prior to no. 6.
154For instance, no. 5 (Itti‘a≠z˝, 2:268 [read al-H˛usayn| instead of al-H˛asan|!]).
155For instance, no. 2 (Al-Muqaffá, 4:616–18).
156See reproduction of fol. 184r in "Maqriziana IV," 25.
  ® w²O²« sÐ« Íb_« s¹b« ·dý Œ—R*« VŠUB« sÐ d¹“u« VŠUB«∑∞¥ ©(fol. 165v)
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πÍ—U?B½_« tK« b?³?Ž uÐ√Ë dJÐ uÐ√Ë rÝU?I« uÐ√ W?M«d?Ý sÐ 5C?(« sÐ rO¼«d?Ð≈ sÐ b?L×? sÐ b?L?×? ©
  ® wJU*« w³ÞUA«∂∂≤ ©(fol. 175v)
±∞ ® w½«u'« wMO?C(« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ wKŽ s?Ð dLŽ sÐ dL?F sÐ wKŽ sÐ bFÝ√ sÐ b?L× sÐ bL?× ©
∂±∂ ©(fol. 175v)
±±  ® w½«d¼u« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ bL× sÐ bL× sÐ bL× ©µ∑µ ©(fol. 175v)
±≤  ® wU²J« œuL× uÐ√ dHFł sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ ©≥∑∞ ©(fol. 184r)
±≥b³?Ž uÐ√ g¹dM sÐ wKŽ sÐ e¹e?F« b³Ž sÐ wKŽ sÐ ÊU?LŠd« b³?Ž sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ bL?× ©
 ©ø ∑ ÊdM  ® ÍdB*« wËe<« tK«(fol. 185v)
±¥  ® s¹b« ÃUð w(OA« bL× ©∑∞¥ ©(fol. 185v)
±µ  ® ÍbOL(« s¹b« eŽ bOFÝ sÐ sC(« sÐ bL× ©∂¥∂ ©(fol. 192r)
±∂  ® wCKÐ«dD« pM;UÐ ·Ëd?F*« vCðd*« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ sC?(« sÐ 5C(« sÐ bL?× ©µ¥π ©(fol.
192r)
±∑b?OF?Ý wÐ√ dO?_« sÐ tK« b?³Ž uÐ√ „d?Oý s?Ð X×' sÐ gžeÐ u¼Ë d?L?Ž sÐ pÐ ’Uš sÐ b?L×? ©
  ® Íe¹eF« wýUÐuA«∂µ≥ ©(fol. 192r)
Commentary:
As with LVI, this long list of biographies, organized in alphabetical order and
divided in several groups, cover many folios. However, here the biographies are
sometimes separated by large gaps corresponding to resumés. Clearly, once again,
al-Maqr|z| has taken utmost advantage of the blank spaces. In this case, some
biographies can be attributed to different sources, such as no. 2 and no. 12, as
confirmed by the script and their location on the page. Apart from these, we note
names starting with Muh˝ammad, then followed by another ism beginning with
hamzah and continuing in alphabetical order. The classification is respected until
no. 6, followed by another group from nos. 7 to 13, and then another group of
four, respecting the order, but going backward somewhat with respect to the
previous ones. These three groups (nos. 1–6 [less 2], 7–13 [less 12], and 14–17)
might indicate three different sources. The span of time evidenced by the death
dates demonstrates that one must look for biographical dictionaries organized
alphabetically, but nonetheless respecting the priority of Muh˝ammad's name. Such
a dictionary or dictionaries must have been written by a scholar or scholars of the
eighth century. In this case, as with LVI, which consisted of a similar list, the
system of cross-references has yielded no positive result in my attempt to identify
the source(s). Nos. 1 to 8, for instance, appear in al-S˛afad|'s Al-Wa≠f|, but the
collation of both texts ended in failure. One must thus look in other directions. A
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search in Al-Muqaffá revealed that al-Maqr|z| transferred half of these notes to
the respective biographies, where he hardly quoted his sources. Yet, for no. 16
(the Fatimid historian al-Muh˝annak157), he indicated158 that he relied on Ibn Muyassar,
which is confirmed by the resumé he made of it.159 His biography in the notebook
corresponds to what is found in that source, but it cannot be regarded as the
source on which he based the biography appearing in the notebook. Instead, he
relied on a biographical dictionary, a genre to which Ibn Muyassar's Ta≠r|kh does
not belong. In this matter, he probably relied on an intermediary source whose
author had access to Ibn Muyassar's book. This hypothesis is corroborated by no.
6 (another author of the Fatimid period who is known as the writer of a book on
the Khit¸at ¸of Egypt). In Al-Muqaffá (5:431), al-Maqr|z| mentioned this fact through
Ibn Muyassar in the following words: "wa-lahu Kita≠b f| Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r aja≠da f|hi."160
Unfortunately, Ibn Muyassar's Ta≠r|kh in the summary made by al-Maqr|z| does
not contain any data regarding this person. The same sentence can be read in his
biography in the notebook. Once again, this means that Ibn Muyassar must not be
considered the source; instead, it must have come from another book relying on it.
Proceeding further with no. 7 (the historian al-Jawwa≠n|161), one can see that the
source used by al-Maqr|z| here was also common to al-Mundhir|:162 they share the
same explanation for his nisbah and other details, but the notebook is far more
comprehensive, with 19 lines devoted to this person. So far, none of the sources
investigated perfectly corresponds with the information found in the notebook.
LXIX. (fol. 184r)
No title: Some verses by Abu≠ al-‘Ata≠hiyah and H˛unayn.
Incipit (fol. 184r, lines 9–10):
ÂULB²Ý« pÐ Â√ lLCð XCK2√ ÂU¹_« pKOŠ— pýuÐ  œU½ ∫ WO¼U²F« uÐ√
157One can only be astonished by the number of biographies regarding authors of books on the
Khit¸at¸ or history that appear in this list, as well as in LVI.
158Al-Muqaffá, 5:578.
159Al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muntaqá, 153.
160Al-Maqr|z| added the following sentence after this: "wa-lam aqif ‘alayhi," to which he appended
later: "waqaftu ‘alayhi bi-khat¸t¸ Muh˝ammad ibn As‘ad ibn al-Jawwa≠n|." This last addition is found
in the margin of Al-Muqaffá  (Leiden Ms. 1366, fol. 136b), indicating that he found that manuscript
after he drafted the author's biography. In the edition, there is no indication of this, giving the
impression that these statements come from Ibn Muyassar.
161A biography of his son will be found under no. 10. In the biography of the father (Al-Muqaffá,
5:306–8), al-Maqr|z| refered to the biography of his son, which belongs to the now lost section of
this work.
162Al-Mundhir|, Al-Takmilah li-Wafaya≠t al-Naqalah, 1:177–78.
Explicit (fol. 184r, line 17):
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dOHš ÂUC¹ Ê√ s tOKŽ «– s Â√ ÊbKš ÊuM*« X¹√— s ›Æ Æ Æ¤.
Commentary:
These verses were written by al-Maqr|z| at the end of epitome XXI. They do not
originate in a d|wa≠n, since two poets are concerned here. Thus, research must be
done in anthologies or encyclopedias. In this case, the verses have been found in
several sources, including some used by al-Maqr|z|, which complicates the work
of properly identifying them. But considering the author of the source identified
for the next resumé that closes the quire, I would be inclined to regard it as the
one from which al-Maqr|z| selected the verses. Al-Nuwayr|'s Niha≠yat al-Arab
(4:310 and 288) offers indeed a similar text, but I am still doubtful because the ink
and the script differ from those in the following resumé. In any case, al-Maqr|z|
did not take advantage of them.
LXX. (fols. 186v–184v163)
Title on fol. 186v, line 1, and fol. 185r, line 1: Dhikr A‘ya≠d al-Qibt¸ bi-Mis˝r and
A‘ya≠d al-Yahu≠d.
›Æ Æ Æ¤ WCLš …«—u²« UNÐ XID½ w²« œuNO« œUOŽ√ ¨›Æ Æ Æ¤ dB0 j³I« œUOŽ√ d'–
Commentary:
The section in Al-Khit¸at ¸(2:472–501) devoted to the non-Muslim communities has
been considered since the nineteenth century as one of the best sources for this
subject, although this appreciation is now tempered by the discovery of other
sources unknown at that time,164 which include al-Maqr|z|'s own sources. Given
his efforts to render as comprehensively as possible the complexity of Egypt's
different religions, it is not surprising to find some notes here dealing with the
feasts celebrated by the Copts and the Jews. Each entry is highlighted by an
outline in red ink, with the stroke intentionally elongated by al-Maqr|z| between
the ya≠’ and the da≠l of the word ‘|d, which introduces each feast. No source is
indicated here, nor in Al-Khit¸at¸165 where the data was reused verbatim and in the
same order. He undoubtedly relied on al-Nuwayr|'s Niha≠yat al-Arab (1:191–97),
as confirmed by the phrasing and the order in which the feasts are detailed.
Al-Nuwayr| did not quote his source, but it can be identified as al-Wat¸wa≠t¸ al-Kutub|'s
163These notes were written from fol. 186v. onward. This system has already been observed for no.
LXIII.
164Wüstenfeld, Macrizi's Geschichte der Copten; al-Maqr|z|, Ta≠r|kh al-Yahu≠d wa-A±tha≠ruhum f|
Mis˝r, ed. ‘Abd al-Maj|d Diya≠b (Cairo, 1997) [from Al-Khit¸at¸].
165Al-Khit¸at¸, 1:264–67 and 2:501 for the Copts; 2:473–74 and 479 for the Jews.
(Muh˝ammad ibn Ibra≠h|m, d. 718/1318) Mana≠hij al-Fikar wa-Maba≠hij
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al-‘Ibar:166 The parallelism between the two texts cannot be a coincidence.
LXXI. (fols. 191v–195bis v,167 1v)
Titles on fols. 191v, 192r, 192v: Four fas˝ls dealing with the fact that history
sometimes repeats itself, as well as persons who held authority despite their
young age, and finally with those who were secretaries in Egypt.
List of the fas˝ls:
wÐ√ sÐ W¹ËUF? ∫ p– d³?²Ž«Ë t³?IŽ sŽ pK*« Ãd(?¹ WËbÐ rzUM q' ∫ W³¹d?G«  UMU?Hðô« s qB2 ©±
 ›Æ Æ Æ¤ Ê«Ëd wMÐ v≈ t³IŽ sŽ pK*« Ãdš ÊUOHÝ(fol. 191v)
rNË√ »d???Š uMÐ∫ tÐ X?U??M Íc« rÝô« p?– q¦0 X{d??I?½« ô≈ pK rÝU?Ð WËœ XU??M U??? qB??2 ©≤
 ›Æ Æ Æ¤ b¹e¹ sÐ W¹ËUF r¼dš¬ ÊUOHÝ wÐ√ sÐ W¹ËUF(fol. 192r)
—U?³' t?O2 d?AŠ vK?Ž ÂöC« t?OKŽ w³M« ÁôË b¹“ sÐ W?UÝ√ ∫ sC« d?O?GR u¼Ë ”√— sL?O2 qB?2 ©≥
 ›Æ Æ Æ¤ WMÝ s¹dAF« ÊËœ u¼Ë WÐU×B«(fol. 192v)
 dB0 dC« WÐU²' wË s rł«dð tO2 qB2 ©¥(fol. 192v)
±  ® s¹b« ·dý ÍËbF« tK« qC2 sÐ »U¼u« b³Ž ©∑±∑©
≤® w³K(« s¹b« ÃUð sÐ s¹b« ¡öŽ w{UI« dOŁ_« sÐ bOFÝ sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ wKŽ ©∑≥∞©
≥® ÍdLF« s¹b« ‰ULł sÐ bL× sÐ s¹b« wO× wK− sÐ tK« qC2 sÐ vO×¹ ©∑≥∏©
¥ ® d¼UE« b?³Ž sÐ Ê«u?A½ sÐ d¼UE« b?³?Ž sÐ tK« b³?Ž s¹b« wO?× sÐ b?L?× s¹b« `²?2 ©
∂π±©
µ  ® bL× uÐ√ Ê«dOš sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ wKŽ sÐ bLŠ√ ©¥≥≤©
∂® w2dOB« sÐUÐ ·ËdF*« rÝUI« uÐ√ ÊULOKÝ sÐ V−M sÐ wKŽ ©µ¥≤©
∑s¹b« r$ sC?(« uÐ√ wK(« ÍbÝ_« b?L×? sÐ wKŽ sÐ 5C?(« sÐ sC(« sÐ vO?×¹ sÐ wKŽ ©
  ®∂¥≤©
∏  ® tK« b³Ž uÐ√ d¼uł sÐ 5CŠ ©¥∞±©
π  ® bLŠ√ sÐ wKŽ qOMË ÍdB*« s9R*« 5C(« uÐ√ t¹u³OÝU' sÐ bL× sÐ wKŽ ©µ∏∏©
±∞b³Ž uÐ√ Õö?Ý sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ bL?× sÐ rKC*« sÐ rO¼«dÐ≈ sÐ 5C(« sÐ b?L× ©
  ® ÍdNH« tK«µ±µ©
166See the facsimile edition of the Istanbul Ms. Fatih 4116 produced by F. Sezgin (Frankfurt,
1990), 1:214–16 (Copts) and 216–18 (Jews).
167Fol. 195bis is another sample of a card added by al-Maqr|z| at a place where it coincided with
the main text.
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Commentary:
The remaining space at the end of quire XXI was filled later on with four sections
written at the same time, at least for the first three and the beginning of the fourth,
as indicated by the color of the ink and the general style of the script. This could
suggest that al-Maqr|z| was once again copying from a source, although I am
more disposed to consider these sections to be the result of his own reflection on
history. The following statement found at the end of the first section could confirm
this impression: after having listed the various dynasties which originated with a
founder whose power was passed on to his descendants, he gives a final
contemporaneous example, saying "Barqu≠q awwal qa≠’im min mulu≠k al-jara≠kisah
intaqala al-mulk ‘an ‘aqibihi ilá mamlu≠kihi al-Mu’ayyad Shaykh wa-nah˝nu al-a≠n
f| zamanihi." On this basis and assuming that this is really al-Maqr|z|'s own
statement, this passage constitutes an important clue for dating this part of the
notebook (between 815/1412 and 824/1421).
The first three sections must be considered together as far as the theme is
concerned: it is announced in the first section only, but the following two undoubtedly
belong to it. The coincidences (ittifa≠qa≠t) noticed in history amazed Muslim historians
who regularly stressed these in their books.168 In this case, however, complete lists
are given rather than individual cases, showing al-Maqr|z|'s process of
systemization. Nonetheless, he does not seem to have proceeded further in this
direction in any of his books. It should remind us, however, of al-Maqr|z|'s
personal relation with Ibn Khaldu≠n during his stay in Cairo and the influence the
latter must have had on his younger colleague.
The fourth section is completely different as it gathers several biographies of
secretaries in Egypt, from the Fatimid to the Mamluk period. No chronological or
alphabetical order is respected in this section. This indicates that al-Maqr|z|, at
different dates as confirmed by the variation of the ink, added data, which he
acquired from his readings. No doubt it was intended for his work on secretaries
entitled Khula≠s˝at al-Tibr f| Akhba≠r Kutta≠b al-Sirr.169
C. ADDENDUM
Since the publication of the first section of this article, I have been able to identify
168See Barbara Langner, Untersuchungen zur historischen Volkskunde Ägyptens nach mamlukischen
Quellen (Berlin, 1983), 111–12, where the author points out several samples collected in various
histories written by later historians (Ibn al-Dawa≠da≠r|, Ibn Taghr|bird|, and Ibn Iya≠s), but pertaining
to earlier periods such as the Fatimid period. She studied them in a section entitled "ghara≠’ib
al-ittifa≠q." To these, one may add the following one found in Ibn al-Jawz|, Al-Muntaz˝am, 16:54,
where the author concluded saying: "wa-ha≠dha≠ min al-ittifa≠qa≠t al-z˝ar|fah."
169See above, XXXVII.
the source of some abstracts dealt with there, or to verify some of my hypotheses.
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The progressive study of many other sources will probably lead to further
identification of the sources of other resumés, excerpts, and notes listed in both
sections of this article which remain unknown.
No. VII ("Maqriziana I/1," 48–52), entitled Fas˝l f| Mana≠fi‘ al-H˛ayawa≠n, is very
close to Ibn Zuhr's Khawa≠s˝s˝ al-H˛ayawa≠n, although the order in which the animals
are listed differs. I concluded that al-Maqr|z| probably relied on an intermediate
source which reordered Ibn Zuhr's data. The source was finally found to be Ibn
Fad˝l Alla≠h al-‘Umar|'s Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r f| Mama≠lik al-Ams˝a≠r, of which volume
20 is dedicated to animals and plants.170 The resumé made by al-Maqr|z| exactly
matches the text both in its wording and order.
No. XVII ("Maqriziana I/1," 60–62) contains excerpts dealing with numismatics
and metrology of the eastern parts of the Muslim world. I made no proposal for
the source of this excerpt, but since the publication of the article I ascertained that
one of the most well-informed sources for this matter outside the areas concerned
was Ibn Fad˝l Alla≠h al-‘Umar|'s Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r, which must be considered
al-Maqr|z|'s primary source for many matters. The data found in the resumé
corresponds to what one can read on this subject in this encyclopedia.171 As already
noted, al-Maqr|z| had access to this source precisely in 831,172 meaning that this
part of the notebook can be dated accordingly. But another conclusion can be
made: no. XIX was already identified as a resumé of another part of Ibn Fad˝l
Alla≠h al-‘Umar|'s opera omnia, and together with no. XVII now clearly identified
as coming from the same source, we can determine that no. XVIII (a resumé of
Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|'s S|rat al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|), which is inserted in the
same quire, was consequently written at the same date. This is extremely important
for the dating of the redaction of some portions of Al-Khit¸at ¸and Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’.
No. XX ("Maqriziana I/1," 64–65) consisted of several fas˝ls dealing with juridical
matters. The first of these regarded problems of metrology and I surmised that it
could have been taken from a work written by Ibn al-Rif‘ah (d. 710/1310), entitled
170Ibn Fad˝l Alla≠h al-‘Umar|, Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r f| Mama≠lik al-Ams˝a≠r: Al-Juz’ al-‘Ishru≠n Kha≠s˝s˝
bi-al-H˛ayawa≠n wa-al-Naba≠t, ed. Muh˝ammad Na≠yif al-Dulaym| (Beirut, 1419/1999).
171See Etienne Quatremère, "Notices sur l'ouvrage qui a pour titre: Mesalek alabsar fi memalek
alamsar, Voyage des yeux dans les royaumes des différentes contrées (Manuscrit arabe de la
Bibliothèque du Roi, no. 583)," Notices et extraits des manuscrits de la bibliothèque du Roi et
autres bibliothèques 13 (1838): 151–384, particularly 210–12, 223. For more details, see "Maqriziana
VI: Numismatics and Metrology in al-Maqr|z|'s Notebook" (forthcoming).
172See "Maqriziana I/1," 64.
Al-Id˝a≠h˝ wa-al-Tibya≠n f| Ma‘rifat al-Mikya≠l, on the basis of the appearance of his
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name in the resumé for a personal statement and the collation made by one editor
of al-Maqr|z|'s Shudhu≠r al-‘Uqu≠d with the original text. Since that time, I have
obtained a copy of the edition of Ibn al-Rif‘ah's work173 and can confirm that it
corresponds literally to the resumé found in the notebook. The problem of the
source of the first fas˝l is thus solved, and there remains to be determined whether
the other parts of these sections come from Ibn al-Rif‘ah's commentary on al-
Sh|ra≠z|'s Al-Tanb|h, as I suggested.
No. XXII ("Maqriziana I/1," 66–68) occupies the majority of the last quire found
in the notebook. It differs slightly from all the other resumés as it contains a long
biography of a Mamluk amir who was al-Maqr|z|'s contemporary (d. 812). At
that time, I concluded that al-Maqr|z| devoted a biography to him in his biographical
dictionary of his contemporaries, Durar al-‘Uqu≠d al-Far|dah f| Tara≠jim al-A‘ya≠n
al-Muf|dah, although the complete manuscript of this text was unavailable to
researchers. Since then, an edition prepared by its owner has appeared on the
market.174 The biography of this amir can be found in the last volume (3:562–72).
My conviction was that the text present in the notebook was nothing other than a
preliminary stage of redaction for that work. Now that a collation can be made
between both texts, one notices that the final version found in Durar al-‘Uqu≠d is
more elaborate, although some passages appear verbatim in the notebook. Al-
Maqr|z| also added some personal information not found in the notebook to
complete the portrait. Considering the material facts stressed earlier (the impression
of rapid writing, numerous marginal additions and cancellations), I am confident
that the version in the notebook is not the result of a summarizing process, but
rather is actually a preliminary version of what became Durar al-‘Uqu≠d.
D. LIST OF THE SOURCES175
Entry no. Author Title
I Ibn Ab| Us˝aybi‘ah ‘Uyu≠n al-Anba≠’ f| T˛abaqa≠t al-At¸ibba≠’
II Ibn ‘Abd al-H˛akam Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r wa-Akhba≠riha≠
III [Ibn Mamma≠t|] [Qawa≠n|n al-Dawa≠w|n]
IV/1–5, 7 [Ibn al-Kind|] [Fad˝a≠’il Mis˝r]
173Ed. M. Ah˝mad Isma≠‘|l al-Kha≠ru≠f (Mecca, 1980).
174Ed. Mah˝mu≠d al-Jal|l| (Beirut, 2002), 4 vols. (vol. 4: indexes).
175Square brackets indicate that the name of the author and/or the title of the source are not given
by al-Maqr|z|, but were identified through various methods as being his source without a doubt. If
there is any doubt concerning this attribution, the name and/or title are followed by a question
mark.
IV/6 [Quda≠mah ibn Ja‘far] [Al-Khara≠j] (?)
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IV/8 al-Qa≠d˝| al-Fa≠d˝il [Ta‘l|q al-Mutajaddida≠t]
V al-S˛afad| Al-Wa≠f| bi-al-Wafa≠ya≠t
VI ? ?
VII [Ibn Fad˝l Alla≠h al-‘Umar|] [Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r f| Mama≠lik al-Ams˝a≠r]
VIII ? ?
IX Ibn al-Mutawwaj Al-Khit¸at¸
X [al-Gharna≠t¸|] [Tuh˝fat al-Alba≠b]
XI ? ?
XII Ibn Naz˝|f [Al-Ta≠r|kh al-Mans˝u≠r|]
XIII Ibn Naz˝|f [al-Kashf wa-al-Baya≠n f| H˛awa≠dith al-
Zama≠n]
XIV ? ?
XV Wak|‘ Al-Dana≠n|r wa-al-Dara≠him
XVI ? ?
XVII [Ibn Fad˝l Alla≠h al-‘Umar|] [Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r f| Mama≠lik al-Ams˝a≠r]
XVIII Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝| S|rat al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|
XIX [Ibn Fad˝l Alla≠h al-‘Umar|] [Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r f| Mama≠lik al-Ams˝a≠r]
XX/1 [Ibn al-Rif‘ah] [Al-Id˝a≠h˝ wa-al-Tibya≠n f| Ma‘rifat al-
Mikya≠l]
XXI [al-Zamakhshar|] [al-Kashsha≠f ‘an H˛aqa≠’iq al-Tanz|l]
XXII [al-Maqr|z|] [Durar al-‘Uqu≠d al-Far|dah f| Tara≠jim
al-A‘ya≠n al-Muf|dah]
XXIII al-Kirma≠n| Ra≠h˝at al-‘Aql
XXIV ? ?
XXV [al-Balaw|] [Al-S|rah al-T˛u≠lu≠n|yah]
XXVI ? ?
XXVII Ibn ‘Asa≠kir [Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat Dimashq] (?)
XXVIII al-Qa≠d˝| al-Fa≠d˝il Ta‘l|q al-Mutajaddida≠t
XXIX ? ?
XXX ? ?
XXXI al-Mas‘u≠d| Muru≠j al-Dhahab wa-Ma‘a≠din 
al-Jawhar
XXXII ? ?
XXXIII [Ibn Sa‘|d] [Al-Mughrib f| H˛ulá al-Maghrib] (?)
XXXIV [al-Balaw|] [Al-S|rah al-T˛u≠lu≠n|yah]
XXXV [al-Nuwayr|] [Niha≠yat al-Arab f| Funu≠n al-Adab]
XXXVI al-Mas‘u≠d| [Muru≠j al-Dhahab wa-Ma‘a≠din 
al-Jawhar]
XXXVII ? ?
XXXVIII [al-Musabbih˝|] [Akhba≠r Mis˝r]
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XXXIX Ibn al-Naqqa≠sh [Al-‘Ibar f| Man Mad˝á wa-Ghabar]
XL ? ?
XLI ? ?
XLII al-Qa≠d˝| al-Fa≠d˝il Ta‘l|q al-Mutajaddida≠t
XLIII ? ?
XLIV ? ?
XLV [al-Balaw|] [Al-S|rah al-T˛u≠lu≠n|yah]
XLVI al-Rash|d ibn al-Zubayr Jina≠n al-Jana≠n wa-Riya≠d˝ al-Adhha≠n
XLVII [al-Balaw|] [Al-S|rah al-T˛u≠lu≠n|yah]
XLVIII [al-Rash|d ibn al-Zubayr] (?) [Jina≠n al-Jana≠n wa-Riya≠d˝ al-Adhha≠n] 
(?)
XLIX [al-Rash|d ibn al-Zubayr] [Jina≠n al-Jana≠n wa-Riya≠d˝ al-Adhha≠n]
L/1 [al-Rash|d ibn al-Zubayr] (?) [Jina≠n al-Jana≠n wa-Riya≠d˝ al-Adhha≠n] 
(?)
L/2–3 ? ?
LI Ibn al-Naqqa≠sh Al-‘Ibar f| Man Mad˝á wa-Ghabar
LII [Ibn al-Jawz|] [Al-Muntaz˝am f| Ta≠r|kh al-Mulu≠k wa-
al-Umam]
LIII [al-Nuwayr|] [Niha≠yat al-Arab f| Funu≠n al-Adab]
LIV ? ?
LV [Ibn al-Jawz|] [Al-Muntaz˝am f| Ta≠r|kh al-Mulu≠k wa-
al-Umam]
LVI/1–2 [Ibn Sa‘|d] [Al-Mughrib f| H˛ulá al-Maghrib]
LVI/3–35,
38–42 ? ?
LVI/36–37 [Ibn ‘Asa≠kir] [Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat Dimashq]
LVII [Ibn Sa‘|d] [Al-Mughrib f| H˛ulá al-Maghrib]
LVIII [Ibn al-Jawz|] [Al-Muntaz˝am f| Ta≠r|kh al-Mulu≠k wa-
al-Umam]
LIX al-Yaghmu≠r| ?
LX Ibn Sa‘|d Al-Muh˝allá bi-al-Ash‘a≠r
LXI Ibn Sa‘|d Al-Mughrib f| H˛ulá al-Maghrib
LXII ? ?
LXIII Ibn ‘Asa≠kir Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat Dimashq
LXIV Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝| S|rat al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|
LXV al-Musabbih˝| Akhba≠r Mis˝r
LXVI ? ?
LXVII Ibn ‘Asa≠kir Ta≠r|kh Mad|nat Dimashq
LXVIII ? ?
LXIX [al-Nuwayr|] (?) [Niha≠yat al-Arab f| Funu≠n al-Adab] (?)
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LXX [al-Nuwayr|] [Niha≠yat al-Arab f| Funu≠n al-Adab]
LXXI al-Maqr|z| (?) —
